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'Preface

The.Anthropology Curriculum Project, University of Gpoegia,is happy to collaborate with Professor ThomasZYnneson in making
available the survey Pre-Collegjate Anthropology: Trends andMaterials. This survey should be especially usefulEFrianTrs
in identqying, materials, practices, and research related to the
teaching of anthropology.

This work"was originally commissioned by Eric Clearinghouse
in Social Studi's. When it appeared that the study would not be.
disseminated,the Anthropology Curriculum Project undertook the-task. Professor Dynneson, however, is entirely responsible for.the, contents 9f the review and appraisal.

The Anthropology Curriculum Project, University 0 Geoeg9N
was funded during the period 1964-1969 as one of the Office ofEducation "Project Soclal Studies." Since 1969, the Project has

TcOntinued with limited funding from the, University of Georgia to
,Atimuiate research related to anthropOogy and education and to'help maintain the visibility of anthrOology as a school 'subject.

Publication and dissemination of Pre-Collegiate AnthropologycontribiUtes. to this objective.' Comments for improving this surveymay bedirected to Profeisor Dynneson. .
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INTRODUCTION

In spite qthe fact that anthropology courses and units hate
been taught in a few elementary and secondary schools in the past,
the discipline is not a Widery accepted or taught subject at these
levels. Some have argued that it may never become a full member of
the social studies curriculum because of the problems that must be
overcome in order for anthropology to gain wide acceptance: TheSe
problems include: teacher preparation in anthropology, local and
state approval of anthropology courses, competition for "slots" in
the curriculum from history and the other social sciences, parental
and community resistance'to anthropological explanations of man's
development, and lack of sound and appropriate materials for classroom
use. A

There are also those who feel that these pro ems'can be overcome.,
One can already observe the progress that has be made in terms of.
'the increase, overjust the last decade, in mat ials' for the pre-
college level. Morand more curriculum specia fists and teachers are
expressi'hg interest in.anthropology and some states now permit in their
curriculum guides the inclusion of anthropology as an independent sub-
ject within the social studies -curriculum, along ith.history,-geography,
government, psychology, economics, and sociology.

This book is directed to those people who:wo ld like to see
anthropology assume a greater role in e curriculum. Primarily'it
is addressed to social studies teache ecially.social studies
teachers who are planning or would 1 e to teach anthropological
subject matter but are relatively un amiliar with t e content,,,of the
field and the curriculum resources available\:to hel them in their
efforts. This book will also be of interest to social studies special-
ists and department chairmen who wish to have a general'oVerview of
anthropology education; and anthropologists who wo9141.Tike to knoW about
the status of their field in-the pre-collegiate clrriculum will find -"
the book of some use.

Chapter I traces the growth in the importance of anthropology as a
part of ,the school curriculum from the Secon4, World W r, to the present.

i

Chanter II discusses the heasons for iluding anthro ology in the
.

curriculum and outlines the content and structure of he field. Readers
who are already familiar with the field may wish to skip this part o-?1
the book. Chapter III-contains short essays by the directors of three
of the anthropology curriculum materials development projects. The
directors describe their projects and reflect on some of 'the basic
issues with which they attempted to deal in their developmental,work.
These essays Were written especially for this book,in order to give
readers a deeper sense of the nature pnd direction of current thinking
about anthropology In the curriculum. Chapter IV is the most i ortant

T
part of the book for teachers; in. this chapter a variety of cur icuTum
materials for teaching anthropology at the pre-collegiate level J.s

deicribed. The author has been selectivd rather than comprehertive,
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dealing only with-materials that can be readily obtained either through
commercial publishers, project offices, or the ERIC system.- He has
also attempted to select only materlOsithat are of high quality in
terms of the soundness of their content, the clarity and grade-level
appropriateness of their presentation, and their appeal and manage-
ability in the classroom. Chapter VI is intended primarily for teachers
who are new to the teaching of anthropology; it contains a number of
procedural hints and resource suggestions to help in the construction

-4*-v of anthropology courses and units.
In addition to the main body of this book, an appendix has been

included. The appendix is a selective annotated bibliography of re-
Sources for teachers of pre-collegiate anthrobqlogy. While the .

materialq in the bibliography are helpful tp those teaching anthropology
courses and units, they are not as%substantive as the materials de-
scribed in Chapter V of this book..

In conclusion, a word of explanation is appropriate as to the origin
of this book:

After almdst ten years of teaching American history at the high
school level, I found myself dissatisfied with the goalsN'and contentOf the courses as they were usually taught. My students were tremen-
dously curious about people in general and human behavior in particular.
The most successful lessons were those that involved incidences that

- exposed the humanness of our historical leaders. Thus, I concluded.
4 that.young people,. as well as adults, are fasCinated by human behavior--

a fascination that does not wane during one's life span. Toward the
end of my public school career I began to organize my courses completely
arourad men and event's that became case studies in human behavior. I

was more.than.satigfied with,the results.
The' idea of to Ching hum ah behavior through anthropology began, for

AMe, in the early 19,0s. In.1968, while at Stanford on a history fellow-
.s'hip, I began to discuss the practical aspects of-teaching anthropology
with Richard 1. Gross. COnvinced thatoit was not only practical, but
inevitable, I attended the University of Colorado where I worked with

, the social studies education faculty and the anthrOpology faculty. This
book is the culmination of one aspect of that work,

To describe a discipline such as,anthropology,is,no simple -matter.
I have attempted to give the reader my best understanding of the field
and I alone am responsible for the content as it is presented within.

Thomas-L. DynnesOn
8 Augutt1975
Odessa, Texas
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CHAPTER I

ANTHROPOLOGY: NEWCOMER TO THE SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM

Among the social science disciplines, anthropology is a relatively
recent arrival in the pre-college social studies curriculum. Though )

the concepts and methods of anthropology have been applied to the study
of educational problems since at least the bdpinning of the twentieth
Century (Spindler 1963, p. 53), anthropology 'has not been a recognized
course in the public school curriculum until the last few years.

The Social Studies Curriculum Before World Wan II

History has been the dominant discipline in the social studies
curriculum since public schools,were firU,constituted. Most social
studies teachers have been trained in.deptrtments of history, though
some have academic minors in the social sciences. Thesnearly exclusive
r9le of history in the curriculum has been described in the Encyclopedia
of EdUcational'Research (4th ed., p. 1231)', which divided the develop-
ment of socia) studies into five periods. Prior to 1893 history emerged
as the social studies curriculum, with some attention given to geography
and civil government." The period from 1893 to 1916 saw the maturation
of. history as the dominant, almost exclusive component of the social
studies curriculum, with some peripheral attention to oivil government,
physical geography, economics, and sociology.. This came about under the
leadership of several national committees, particularly the Committee on
SoCial Studies of the National Education Association (Wesley 1D421 p.
212). DUiling the third period, 1916-)936, ".i.genuine 'social studies'.
came into being, challenging the stranglehold of history and witnessing
the inclusion of content from the disciplines of political science,
economics, human geography, and sociology as separate or cross-
disciplinary subjects" (1942). Durih,g,the period from 1,936 to 1955,
internattonal and domestic upheavals stimulated strong criticism of the
sotial,Itiidies curriculum: "The call el-dse for locally determined (and
nationally chaotic) curricula, stressing societal heeds, Otftenship
education, and individual adjustment" (1942).

The Social Studies Curriculum Since World War II

The fifth, or contemporary, period described in the Encyclopedia of
,Educational Research runs from 1955. to the present. This period has
witnessed the development of a "new social studies" movement in which
the sociarscience disciplines have gained a larger share of the curric-
ulum. Most of the social-science disciplines had obtained a foothold
in the curriculum during the third period, from 1916- to 1936, and re-
sumed building on that basis during the contemporary period. However,
anthropology did not make its first appearance in the curriculum until
the post-World War II period.'

0001.4
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It is difficUlt to*.pinpoint exactly when anthropology first entered
, the curriculum, but it is clear that this did not occur until the latter
-part of the forties. Margaret C. FAllers has suggested that, following
World War II, public school social.studies teachers were becoming inter-
ested in anthropology as a result of the attention focused on non-Western
peoples during the war.

- Both teachers and students felt called upon to try to come to
terms, not onlrowith the West, as they had in the liast,, but
also with the great von-Western nations and high cultures and
with the smaller societies then emerging from the dissolving
colonial empires. Existing social studies. curricula provided
few tools for this purpose. The hope was that anthropology
would help supply the.tools. Also, the idea of understanding
other cultures "in their own terms," whiCh many people, includin
manpanthropologists, felt was the principal contribution of
anthropoldgy;.somehow helped to stave off the nagging problems
of value judgment which at the time seemed so disturbing:
evaluaiing the Nazi period in Germany, distinguishing the social
revolutionary elements from the totalitarian ones in Russia,
distingUlshing thepositiVO from the destructive effects of the
colonialkregimes upon non-Meftern peoples, deciding the amount
and kindS\of developmental aid appropriate for the new.nations.
Furthermore, as it became clear that the U.S. was not going to
solve all its domestic ethnic and race problems through the
operation of the "melting pot," new tools were also needed to
understand the various social groups of the U.S. and their
interrelations. (Fallers 1968, p. 105) 0
Apparently, however, the post-World War II increase in interest in

anthropology did not manifest itself in more than .a few isolated in-
stances in the social studies curriculum. John Chilcott (1962 has
written that, while courses in anthropology increased at the college
level after the war, the public schools remained'almost totally unin-
terested in the discipline. As late as, 1955, E. Adamson Hoebel (1855,
p. 292) doubted tha't anthropology had-any chance whatsoever of becoming
part of,the public school curriculum and believed that, if it,did, it
woOd never gain the recognition given to history, chemistrylor physics

I Probably the entry ofantliropology into the curriculum b gars with
individual' teachers working selected concepts from the fidld, such-as
race and culture, into their already established'social studies courses.
In the 1950s, the first descriptions of pre-college courses in anthro-
pology began to appear in educational journals. By.1958, the Pennsyl-
vania State Council of Education recommended a mandatory course in world
cultures for all graduating students. Included in the recommendation
was a stipulation that the course requirement become effective by 1961
(The Study of World Cultures in Secondary Schools 1962). In 1959. and
1960, courses were reported in Columbus, Ohio, and in the state of
Washington (Reese 1959; Dunlop 1961). However, by 1958 anthropology
was still not among the courses required for certification of teachers
in any state (Lunstrum 1968; p. 137).

One of the few available reports of the status of anthropology at
the end of the fifties is given by Malcolm Collier in The Encyclopedia
of Education (1971, pp. 228-232):
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In 1960 it would have been possible to report on every secondary
school course in the United States labeled anthropology or
rawing extensively on anthropologibal ideas and materials....
Of the 35 such courses about which information was available,
14 were taught in private schools, 21 in public schools. We
know something about the content of 29 of these courses.' Two
of them focused on the archaeology and ethnology of the local
school area in order to give students firsthand experience in
investigation and to increase the relevance of social studies
to the local scene. Seventeen of the courses drew on anthro-
pology in a more general way, covering topics typical of an
introductory college course. In six courses ,the emphasis was
heavily humanistic, emphasizing a philosophical understanding -

,

of human nature and human societies. Values and self-awareness
were important ingredients,in these six courses. Four of the
courses took a social scientific direction, emphasizing the,
development of social science concepts as tools of analysis
and the application of these tools to social data. (pp. 228-29)

Collier notes that all of these courses were teacher initiated and con-
structured.

All these teachers prepared their own course outlines and de-
vised and supplied their own materials. They drew heavily on
a few paperbacks and on selected jOurnal articles, most of which
had been written for adults. They were neither subsidized nor
encouraged by the federal government, 'by the textbook publishers,
or even by the schools, which stood to gain the most by these
efforts. They perceived the problems directly in their own
classes and devised the solutions from their own rapge of
intellectual experience. They were, in fact, t 'advance guard
who, frustrated by the dilemmas of socia tudi courses,
responded by working out some alternativ No doubt they and
others after theM were also responding demand's of the general
national 'ferment% the civil rights mov ent, Vietnam, the.black
revolution, the Peace Corps experienceall these were forces
pressing teachers and students to greater frankness and to
greater relevance in thinking about social data. It seems certain
that these teachers weretunaware of each other until the publi-
cation of an article by Jack Ellison [ "Anthropology Brings Human
Nature into the Classroom," Social Education, Vol. 24, No. 7,
November 1960, pp. 313-316, 328] which brought them into contact' --
with one another. The article also stimulated the interest of
teachers who had not previously initiated any changes. (p. 229)

Thus, Collier sees the turning point in the movement of anthropology
into the curriculum as occurring in 1960.

TA Growth of Anthropology in the-Curriculum Since 1960

. During the early sixties anthropology conttnded"to be "bootlegged"
into the curriculum. Paul Bohannan noted as late as 1966 (p. 3) that,
while anthropology concepts were. already being taught in social studies
courses, the discipline was not part of the official public school
curriculum. However, during the early sixties substantial changes were
apparently occurring in the attitudes of public school personnel toward
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explicit inclusion of anthroP c1ogy the:curr culum. For instance,
by 1968, Lunstrum was able to state that

..the very mention, for the first time,lof anthropology in
the license patterns of social studies teachers', even as only
an option, suggests. that influential elements.in,professlonal

education are becoming aware-of the need to treat.anthr.opolo-9.1/
in the schools. (Lunstrum 1968, p. 137)
Also, during the early sixties, anthropology experidnded its first

taste of federal support for curriculum delielopment and discipline,
oriented teacher training. Unfortunately, this author was unable to'
find any dcicumentation on the history-and impact of the training efforts,
to report in this"Paper. Many particqpantsi.and faculty of NSF and U.S.
Office of Education institutes and academic year traiAing programs have
mentioned the importanCe of these efforts in stimulating pre-college
interest in anthropolOgy; The American Anthropological Association
directed considerable energy toward such training activities.

In the area of curriculum development, a much better, documented.
account of events is available. In 1962, the National- Science Founda-
tion (NSF) extended support to the Anthropology Curriculum Study Project,
(ACSP), its first_effort in the area of pre-college anthropology curric-
ulum development. About the same time, NSF also began supporting the
Education Development. Center's anthropologically oriented curriculum
development project, Man: A Course of Study; and the U.S. Office of
Education initiated support for the University of Georgia's Anthropology
Curriculum Project and the University of Minnesota's Project Social
Studies, whidh was also strongly oriented toward anthropology (Collier
1971, p. 229); (for more detailed information on the-products of these
four projects, please see Chapter IV of this paper).

The materials developed by these projects began to have an effect
on the curriculum at about the time Bohannan was writing that anthro-
pology was- still :a bootleg product in the school curriculum. The mate-
eialS that became available through the project relieved the teacher of
the burden of collecting and organizing units and cou-Kes.. Until, this
time, teachers with little, academic training in anthropology or'with
little energy left after preparing for five courses each.day were simply
not able to "indulge their creative instincts" by identifying, locating,
and organizing anthropologically oriented learning activities for their
students. The qvailabilityof new project materials enabled the inter-
ested but hard-pressed teacher to begin to include anthropology in the
curriculum. In addition, as these materials came to be used by more
and more teachers with success, school personnel became accustomed to
the idea of anthropology's presence in the curriculum; and this paved
the way for its acceptance as an official part of the curriculum. This
is hot meant to imply that the projects replaced teacher-constructed
curricula. On Ow contrary, if anything, they' added impetus to the
independent effoets of individual teachers by helping to legitimize
their interests.

In 1971 a survey was made of the state social studies specialists
todetermine the extent of incorporation of anthropology into the cur-
riculum (Dynneson and Taylor 1974). Of the 50 questionnaires sent out,
only 20 were returned. All 20 of these respondents, however, indicated
that at least some of the districts, in their states offered anthropology
courses. A total of 90 courses were specifically reported in the survey
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and most of the respondents indicated a willingness to expand these
offerings.

The increase in visibility and stature of anthropology within the
pre-collegiate curriculum over the last decade can be seen from a
review of the professional literature during that period; The author
pulled six books from the social studies section of a college library,
using as his criteria for selection only the condition that each be
published in a different year during Oe decade from 196.4 to 1974.:
These six books exemplify the trends Tn thinking about anthropology
as a part the curriculum.

In 1964, Edgar B. Wesley and Stanley P. Wronski published the sixth
edition of Teaching Social Studies in High Schbol (Lexington, Mass.:
D.C. Heath and Company -In it, they recognize the beginnings of a
trend toward including anthropological content in the curriculum:

Anthropology is rarely taught as a separate subject in secondary
schools. Within recent years, however, a concerted effort has
been made to introduce anthropological concepts into existing
social studies curriculum (p. 535).

Wesley and Wronski describe some of the prototype materials that were
then beihg developed by the Anthropology Curriculum Study Project:,
However, they do not give extensive attention to anthropology, which
was then considered a peripheral though promising area of the cur.riculuT.
In 1964, anthropology was still not-considered subject matter for a
discrete course.

In 1966, Edwin Fenton gave somewhat greater attention to anthropo-
logy ase part of the social studies curriculum. In Chapter 23 of
Teachin the New Social Studies: An Inductive A' roach edited by Fenton
New orkTHOT, Rinehart end Winston, Inc.), Meyer F. Nimkoff describes

the curricular roles of the behavioral sciences, among which he includes
anthropology. He notes that the behavioral sciences are beginning to be
thought of as candidates for discrete courses.

A few courses in the behavioral sciences are even offered in-
the secondary schools....Even if separate courses are not taught
in one or more of these disciplines (anthropology, sociology or
psychology), the content of the behavioral sciences occupies an
important place ip every high school social studies curriculum
(p. 366):

Nimkoff cites the anthropological concepts of culture, superorganic,
culture as biologically determined, race, prejudice, conformity, culture
change, and culture lag as among the important concepts included in the
curriculum.

The fourth edition of John U. Michaelis' Social Studies for Children
in a Democracy: Recent Trends and Developments Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
PFentice-Hall, InErciaspi71sWid in 1968. In it, the view of anthro-
pology as input for, but not a distinct subject in, the curriculum still
holds sway:

An increasing number of concepts and key ideas from anthropology
are included in new programs of instruction....Units centered on
local, state and natural history as well as units centered on
geographic study of selected regions usually included a good deal
of material from anthropology (pp. 118-119).

Anthropological concepts listed in this methods text include culture,
society, values, beliefs, traditions, customs, change, social organization,
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3.

role, technology, community,And civilization. Michaelis also presents
a number of anthropological "concept clusters," including:

1. Process of culture changeinvention, discovery, diffusion,
adaptation.

2. -Food getting activities -- gathering, hunting, fishing, herding,
grdening, agricilture.
S cieties--folk or preliterate, preindustrial, transitional,
industrial.

4. Familiesl-nuclear, extended, functions (biological, affectional,
econpfilic. social).

5. Community--territory, common culture, collective action, folk,
peasant, urban.

6. Characteristics of civilization--writing, accumulation of food
and other goods for managed use., division of labor, government,
arts, sciences, urbanization, trade. (pp. 118-119)

In 1970 Mark Krug et al reine6rced the close relationships between
history and the social sciences in The New Social Studies: Analysis of
Theory and Materials (Itasca, Ill.: F. E. Peacock Publishers, Inc.).
They-defended the place of history in the curriculum--a step that would
not have been necessary before the sixties when history was still in un-
quqstioned dominance in social studies. The-defense of history involved
exploration of the ways in which history and the social sciences could
supplement and complement eachother. The book includes sections written
by' Malcolm; Collier and Edwin Dethlefsen, both of whom were associated
with the seminal work of the Anthropology Curriculum Study Project.
Anthropology is now beginning to be seen as a distinct subject but one
whith "collaborates" with others in the curriculum.

John Jarolimek's Social Studies in Elementary Education appeared in
1971 (New York: The miiMn Company. JarolimeZ's book reflects a
definite shift to viewing anthropology not only as a distinct subject
for the curriculum, but one with potential as the core or integrator of
the curriculum.

Anthropology with its several divisions is often thought of as
the unifying social study....There has developed a considerable
amount of interest in the exciting possibility of social science
programs with an anthropological orientation....The growing
importance of anthropology in the social studies curriculum is
demonstrated by the number of major curriculum-development
Projects relying wholly or in part on the concepts or content
of anthropology (p. 271).

He included the following concepts in his discussion oranthropological
content for the curriculum: language, social structure, religion, arts
and crafts, physical and mental traits,-and similarities and differences
in culture (pp. 271-72).

At this time, the question of whether to include anthropology in the
curriculum is still a debated issue, but the debate has broadened so that
it is of concern to many, not just a few, teachers. John R. Lee's
Teaching Social Studies in the Elementary School (New York: The Free
Press) laITFiiisITTFiture of the debate.TWirently now the debate is .

as much over practical matterswhetherjeachers are su iciently pre-
pared to teach anthropological materialas over the app priateness and
validity of teaching anthropological content in the schoo s.
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Educators argue, often fruitlessly, about the worth of teaching
some of their anthropological ideas to children. I have no hard-
and-fast advice for you, but I must point out that children are
fascinated with early man....Many teachers fear the intrusion of
anthropology into the elementary classroom. Their fears are rea-
sonable, for they,are based on limited coursework in anthropology.
In other cases their fears are unfounded, for if they askkthe
same categories of questions about others as they ask about ,

Americans, they are on the right track....Why teach anthropology
content in the school? The simplest answer is Bohannan's:
the culture that was adequate for yesterday is inadequate for

today and disastrous for tomorrow." (p. 344)

Summary

From the end of-61d War II to the prespnt, anthropology as a part
of the school curriculum has moved from virtual non-existence to rattler
high visibility and stature,. Before the sixties, a few advenft7rous souls
developed, independerttly and in isolation, units and courses dealing with
anthropological concepts and methods. By 1960, there was growing inter-
est in anthropology at the pre-college level, but the discipline could
have been said to have, at most, a very precarious toehold in the curric-
ulum. In the early sixties, then, the teachers who had been constructing
anthropological curricula in isolation began to find allies--other teach-
ers doing parallel work and people in universities interested in in- .

jecting anthropological material into the pre-col ege curriculum. Also,
these initia ors were able to take advantage of e general trend toward
social scien ific emphasis in the social studi, . By the middle of the
sixties, th anthropology curriculum projects gegen to have an impact,
enabling mo e.people to teach anthropology with less effort and helping
to legitima ize the inclusion of anthropology in the curriculum.' By
the 1970s, it appe&red that anthropology was coming to be considered a
"respectab e," acceptable part of the curriculum. Today, anthropology
seems to h vie a solid foothold.

The flowing chapter isa review of the essential points of the
debate that has taken place over the last decade or so over the inclusion
of anthr'opology in the curriculum. It will also describe outlines of
the discipline as it has been conceived by its practitioners and the-
orists. Chapter IV contains a description, in detail, of the materials
produced by six of the federally funded projects mentioned Oeviously as
being so important in the movement of anthropology into the school cur-
riculum. In Chapter V, a number of recently developed non-project
materials (simulations and games, textbooks, and supplementary materials)
with innovative approaches to arthropological subject matter will be
described.

Unfortunately, the author has not been able to explore the products
of the many creative, independent teachers who have developed their own
courses and units. The constraints of time and money for the writing of
this book prevented the extensive collection and reviewleffort that would
be necessary. The author hopes that readers of this book Will not take
his exclusive focus on project and commercially developed materials to
mean that teacher-constructed materials are of low quality. He has no
sound evidence on this issue. What the exclusion of these materials does
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mean is that such materials were not available to the author and are not
generally available to potential users. The ERIC ClearinghouSe for SoCial
Studies/Social Science Education hopes to remedy this situation eventu-
ally by focusing its collection and dissemination efforts more on teacher-
developed materials in aiq the social scigrices.

0
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CHAPTER' II

THE ROLE OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM

Sometimes it may seem that every conceivable"field" of human knowl-
edge is clamoring for its own niche in the school curriculum. If the

( curriculum were to incorporate. all these candidates, the Child would
spend 24 hours a day, seven days a week in school. .It is necessary to
be selective about what to include in the curriculum; and, thus, it is
necessary to be very clear about the rationale far including anthro-
pology in the social studies.

The Rationale for Including the Social Sciences in the Curriculum

As pointed out in the previous chapter, history has dominated the
socialr,studies curriculum until very recently. This is partly because
history is an old discipline, dating at least from the Iliad and
Thucydidest partly because the social sciences all have relati-vely-short
histories; and partly, perhaps, because an overview of humarrendearrs
as given or attempted in history seems to be an appropriate beginning to
the study of,people.

In 'the contemporary period, the social sciences have come to claim
a share of the curriculum previously held by history. Social,scientists
feel that particular social sciences go beyond history, Which emphasizes
the idiosyncratic . experiences of, individuals and groups, to develop gen-
eral knowledge and principles of human behavior which neither they nor
the historians consider a part of historical scholarship. They feel that
the concepts and structures of the social sciences provide students with
more powerful tools than history can provide to understand social inter-
actions and to cope with specific problems of the past, present, and
future. For more detailed information on the rationales for history and
the social sciences in the social studies curriculum, the reader should
refer to The New Social Studies: Analysis of Theory and Materials, by
Mark M. Krug, John B. Poster, and William B7-6illies TIT (Itasca, Ill.:
F. E. Peacock Publishers, Inc., 1970); and Social Sciencegin the Schools:
A. Search for Rationale, ed. by Irving Morrissett and W. Williams Stevens,
Ur. (New or Ho t, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1971). .

The Rationale for Including Anthropology in the Curriculum

Anthropology is a'unique social science in many ways. Perhaps the
strongest rationale for its inclusion in the social studies curriculum
comes not so much from its uniqueness -pits differences from the other
social sciences--as from its many commonalities with not only other social
sciences but also the natural sciences. Some anthropological techniques
and concepts are shared with the natural sciences, while others are shared
with the social sciences. Thus, anthropology can be used quite readily as ''
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an integrator of the curriculum. (For one well-developed argument in
favor of anthropology as integratoi" of the social studies curriculum,
see "Proposal for the Unification of Secondary School Courses. Through
Anthropology," by John. H. Chilcott, in Clearing House, Vol. 36, March
1962, pp. 389-393.)

Lawrence Senesh has described the curriculum arrangement in which
one science serves as the core forsintegrating'the others as "orchestra-
tion" (Morrisett and Stevens, 1971, pp. 125-135). While Senesh has
'argued for and developed a K-6 curriculum using economics as the core,
others have used anthropology successfully in this role. Sequential
and spiral types of programs drawing on all the social sciences, with
anthropology as the central component, have been developed by the
University of Minnesota's Social Studies Project and the Taba project,
both of which are discussed in Chapter IV .of this paper.

In order to give the reader some notion of the potential of anthro-
pology as a curriculum integrator, the sections that follow in this
chapter will describe the content and structure of the field and then
discuss the' interrelationships between anthropology and the social
sciences, the natural sciences, and the humanities.

The Content and Structure of Anthropology

Before proceeding with an explanation of the relationships between
anthropology and other fields of study, it would probably be useful for
those readers who are relatively unfamiliar with anthropology to have an
overview of the field. It is not the intention here to set forth a de-
finitive statement on the scope and structure of the field. As with all
the social science disciplines, countless battles have been waged in
academia over just this question. The purpose of the overview sketched
below is simply to provide a quick review or first view for the "unini-
tiated" reader who has limited time. Readers who desire a somewhat more
detailed, but still brief and eminently readable discussion of the his-
tOry, content, and methodology of anthropology should refer to Pertti
J. Pelto's The Study of Anthropology (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill
Books, Inc., 1965).

Defining anthropology is no simple task. The definitions given by
anthropologists generally tend to be inclusive rather than exclusive,
encompassing man and all his activities. For instance, Alfred Kroeber
(1923, pp. 1-2) referred to anthropology as "the science of man" or -

"the science of man and his works." Ralph Linton, recognizing that such
broad definitions did not help to distinguish the special interests-of
anthropologists from those of other scientists, noted some of the unique
emphases of anthropologists within,their broad concerns held in common
with other scientists:

Anthropology is commonly defined as the studyof man sand his
works. This definition would include certain of the natural and
all of the social sciences, but, by.a sort of tacit agreement,
anthropologists have taken as their primary fields the study of
human origins, the classification of human varieties, and inves-
tigation of the life of the so-called "primitive" peoples.
(Linton 1936, p. 4)

For the purposes of this paper, it may be clearest simply to define
anthropology by briefly describing what are usually considered to be its
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major subfields today. Most anthropologists probably think in'terms of -

at least two primary subdivisfons of the field: cultural anthropology
and physical anthropology. Beyond these Iwo subfields, there appears to
be some disagreement,as to what other major_.:subfiOds, if any, the field
ought to be divided into. It appears to this author that at leatt two .

other commonly recognized subfields aught to be br k n out from the whole
and placed on the pan with cultural and fiysical a hropplogy: archaeo-
logy and applied anthropology. This i for two reasons. First, neither
of these subfield&can 6e accurately classified wholly within one or the L.

other subfields being cultural o physical anthropologyjthough applied
anthropology usually deals with pr dominantly cultural issues). Both
archaeolpgy and applied anthropo egy draw substantially on concepts and
methods from both cultural and o ysical anthropology. Second, the meth- '
odologies of theseetwo subfie ds and the issues with which they deal offer
particularly inviting oppor nities for pre-college student involvement
in the learning process. hus, even if the argument.for separate status
within anthropology cannot be made on a logical basis to the satisfaction
of the professional anthropologist,.separate treatment in this paper
seems merited solely from the standpoint of the teacher searching for
action-oriented strategies and issues that will intrigue and stimulate
his students.

Linguistics is a third subfield that is often oonsidere'd separate
from either cultural or physical anthropology. However, this author
sees no particularly strong pedagogical reason for treating it separately
at the pre-college level and linguistics does appear to him to be quite
legitimately classifiable within cultural anthropology. Thus, linguis-
tics is here considered as a subdivision within cultural anthropologyi
along with ethnography and ethnology areas which are commonly subsumed
under cultural anthropology. Within physical anthropology, the study
of human morphology, demography, primatology, and human evolution are

4ftonsidered'as subdivisions. Archaeology is divided into Old World
,,,prehistory and New'World-prehistory. Applied anthropology has not been
subdivided, since for nearly every subfield of anthropology there is an
applied branch. The chart below may help the reader to keep these sub-
fields and divisions within subfields straight in.his mind while
reading through the brief descriptions of the subfields that follow.

Fi ure 1

THE.SUBFIELDS OF ANTHROPOLOGY

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Ethnography
Ethnology
Linguistics

ARCHAEOLOGY,

Old World Prehistory
New World Prehistory

[APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY

PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Human Morphology
Demography

. Primatology
Human Evolution
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(Cultural Anthropology. Cultural Anthropology deals with human
interactions as they are mediated by culture. Charles Winick gives the
following definition of culture in his Diction f Anthropolovy:

All that which is nonbiological an social I ,transwitted in a
society, includingcartistic, social, ide ogidaA/: and religious

. patterns of behavior, and the techniques for mastering the
environment. .(Winick 1970, p. 144)

),'

Though the primary interest of the cultural anthropolOgist is.
human culture, this does not mean that physical things are'ignoredi
The cultural anthropologist is interested in the mutual influences of
the physical environment and culture and of human genetic endbWments
(the physical anthropologist's domain) and culture; and, of course,

,e he is interested in the material aspects of culture -- tools, artistic
products, and the like.

At mentionod,above, four important subdivisiOns within cultural.
anthropology are ethnography, ethnology, technology, and linguistics.
Ethnography is sometimes defined-as descriptive anthropology. The
root nethno comes from the Greek, roughly meaning race, people, or
cultural group. Ethnography is concerned with the accurate description
of cultures and the methods of gathering information to produce such
description. The-emphasis is on field methodology, including such
techniques as interviewing informants and participant observation.
Quite frequently, the ethnographer focuses his efforts on identifying
themes that characterize the culture under investigation.

.

Ethnology is ethnography plus anthropolog4ca theory or the anal-
ysis of field data in light of different anthropological theorjes. By
tombining theory with field or other research data, the anthropologist
is ,able to Compare cultures, studying the ways in which they are alike
and the ways in which they are different. Ethnologists are interested
in discovering lawsor principles that might explain cultural similar-
ities and differences.

While ethnography apd ethnology are concerned.with culture.broadly
conceived, the other subdivision under cultural anthropology--linguisitics--
is distinguished by the fact that it focuses.ononly certain aspects of
a culture 9r culturqs. Anthropologically oriented linguists are con-
cerned with understanding the spoken, symbolic, and gestured.communica-
tions. Language, of course, is at the heart of the notion of culture.
The complex communications of which humans are capable are what make
culture possible, since this is the way culture is transmitted from
generation to generation. The anthropological linguist, trained'in the
disciplines'of philology and etymology, is primarily concerned With the
non-written languages of the world, with tracing ancient contacts between
cultureS through similarities in languages, and in exploring the influ-
ences of culture on language and language on cultdre.

.Physical Anthropology. While'cultural anthropology focuses pri-
marily on the acquired aspects of human life, physical anthropology
focuses on man's inherited genetic characteristics. Physical anthropol-
ogists study, human biological development,'the distributions of genetic
traits, and the genetic interactions among populations over time. There
arei of course, many areas of overlap and interaction between the in-
terests and findings of cultural anthropologists and of physical anthro-
pologists. As mentioned earlier, physical anthropology may be subdivided
into four areas of study: human morphology, demography, primatology, and
human evolution.
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Hu an morphologists study the physical form and structure, of human .7
beings. _try are interested in the physical characteristics that dis-
tinguish humans from other species and in the variations in these char-
acteristics from one human subpopulation to another. The distinctive
inherited characteristics found among various breeding groups are studied
in ordftto learn the "wIly" and 'show" of characteristic or trait develop-
ment. Rce is, of course, a question of great interest to human mor-
phologis There is an obvious overlap here between the concerns of
cultural anthropologists and students of race--witness the widely debated
issue of the relative influence of Optic inheritance ("nature") and
culture ("nurture") on various human characteristics, such as intelligence.

. Demography is the study of vital. statistics. Demographers attempt
to discern patterns in population size and density. They also make
comparisons among the distribution and ranges of various vital statistics- -
such as age, birth rate, and death rate--of human subpopulations.

Primatol.ogy is another area of study often considered a subfield of
physical anthropology. Primatologists, study mammals in the order Primates,y
which includes humans, apes,monkeys, and other related forms such as
lemurs. They examine the various physical traits and behavior patterns'
of monkeys and apes in order to obtain insights into human characteristics
and behavior.

Students of human evolution trace the development of the human form
from fossil remains. ,The fossil remains provide the anthropologist with
clues to the stages of man's physical development, while the study of
genetics enables the anthropologist to help explain how changes in form
were possible.

Archaeology. Archaeology differs from cultural and physical an
thropology in two ways. First, archaeology is tented'solely.to pre-
history. Both cultural and physical anthropology- ompass a much broader
time span including the present, and with cultural anthropology, at least,
the orientation is predoMinantly to the present. Second, because
archaeologists are interested in the past, primarilylvrehistoric, develop-,,
ment of man, the methods employed must necessarily be differen and
limited than those avatlable to anthropologists studying livin , aPY

beings. One cannot interview a Cro-magnon skull or determine the color
of its skin.

The archaeologist, however, has much in common, both in methodology
and conceptual content, with cultural and physical anthropologists)
He is interested in both the cultural and physical development of
humankind and how they fit together. The archaeologist tries to recon-
struct ways of life of prehistoric human beings in a holistit manner,
includi.ng'attention to physical conditions (both bodily and env*onmental),
aspects of material, culture, and aspects of spiritual culture. To
accomplish' this reconstruction., the archaeologist must rely on,bits and
pieces of material remains (artifacts) that have survived the natural
elements and the exploitationsof man since they were left behind by
ancient peopleS.. They combine these pieces of evidence with information
garnered from bodily remains and geological and botanical findings to
infer a complex, integrated'(as much as possible),picture of how past
humans must have lived.

The method of assigning archaeological evidence to particular time
periods is especially *porant and problematic to the archaeologist.
Several techniques are used to establish,accurate chronologies within
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cultures and among cuUures. Ohe wa,vto determine the age of a site
fs to study its location in the earths geologic layers. This is called
stratigraphy. Tree-ring dating methods, or "dendrochronology," is another
familiAr procedu're'useful in some instances. Recently, some very sophis-
ticated laboratory techniques, such as:the carbon-14 method, have been
developed..

ArchaeorcAy ispraditionally divided into Old World prehistoryand
New World prehistory.. OldWorld prehistory is the study of human acti-
vities chi Europe, ,Asia, and-TaTca prior to the time when written records

R
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evolved; New World prehistory is the study of human activities in the
. Western,Hemisphere prior to European exploration and conquest, at which

time''wrttten records of events in the hemisphere.began to appear.
I Applted Anthropology.. A its name implies, this subfield focuses
on the application of generalizations developed in'the other subfields
to real-life, contemporary situations: Physical and cultural anthropology
and archaeology are more "scientifically'f oriented inthat they seek to
dtspyover genera) laws and principles of human cultural and physical
development and change. Applied'anthropology is oriented more toward
action or practi,ce and, as a result,it is as much concerned with pre-,
scriptfon as with descriptionoand generalization. It is the problem-
solvitg wing of the discipline.

. 8

Applied anthropology Has always seen a major element An the dis-
,Opline, often responsible for moving the thinking of the discipline
forward and stimulating nquiry into new areas. However, overall, the
thrust of anthrdpology has. been toward the past and toward the study of
non-Westernized, non-industrialized peoples. Today there is a growing
contingent of applied anthropologists who argue for the use of the.
anthropological approach in solving immediate problems of public policy
in both Westerns, industrialized cultures and-the o-called developing
cultUres. Applied, anthropologists have already been influential In
areas such as education, public health, urban and rural problems, labor-
management relations, and racial and minority problems. Federal, state,
and municipalgoVernments; as well as industry, have-used the services

. of anthropologists. Applied anthropologists,are also called upon to
-perform services in implementing public policies once they nave been
enacted. 'For instance, as a result of recently enacted state and federal
historic preservation laws, anthropologists are being asked to conduct
-sumieys'orsites scheduled for airport, highway, and other public works
construction:

The Relations of Anthropology to the Social and Natural Sciences and
the Humanities

As.one might guess, the concerns and. tools of the cultural anthro-
pologists dften overlap the concerns and tools of the other soda) sciences
and.the humanities, while the concerns and tools of the physiCal anthro-
pologists overlap substantially the concerns and tools of the natural

-sciences. Brief descrjptioniof some of the salient areas of mutual
interaction between anthropology, the social sciences, the humanities,
and thernatural sciences are described below.

Anthropology and the Social Sciences. The cultural anthropologist
and the archaeologist have drawn heavily from the concepts, theories,
,and methodologies of the other social sciences in their investigations
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and interpretations of both ancient and modern cultures. Through appli-
cation of social science knowledge, the anthropologist's cross-cultural
comparisons have been illuminated and their studiesjiye been related to
the understanding of our own contemporary society.

Sociologists have been primarily interested in the issues of con-
temporary societies. The scope of their studies includes social organi-
zations, group behavior, and group structure. .Cultural anthropology has
beengreatlY influenced by the methods and theories of the sociologists,
even though the primary interest of the anthropologistohas been in' the
study of non-Wester0 and historical peoples, while tie sociologist has
focused on contemporary Western peoples.

Psychologists are mainly concerned with human behavior and its
.

cognitive and emotional aspects. (Experimeixtal psychologists, of course,
also study the behaviot of other animals,4fhough usually this is done
in order tb gain insights into hui4mbehaviar.) Anthropologists hive
adapted many of the theories and methods of psychology to examination
and interpretation of whole cultures. For instahCe,a number of anthro-
pological interpretations of cultures have rested on Freudian foundations.
The influence of culture on personality has. been afparticular interest_
to some anthropologists.

Geography has many parallels with anthropology. Like anthropology,
it attempts to integrate natural and social sciences. Geographers have -

been particularly interested An the interactions between man and the
environment--how physical features of the earth such as climate, topo-
grapnytand natural resources hive influenced human populations and how
human populations have used and influenced their physical surroundings.
The ecological anthrOpologist shares this interest with geographers.
Anthropologists, for instance, are interested in the relatiohships
between changes in crop patterns and culture.

Traditionally, political scientists have studied the nature and .

functioning of man's political institutions. For the most part, political
Scientists in the modern period .have focused their attention oh the poli-
tical institutions of the so-called civilized nation-states. The anthro
pologists have been able to call their attention to a broad range of
political alternatives in non-Westernized cultures; and they have also
examined the intimate inter-relationships among politics and other Com-
ponents of a culture.

Economics is primarily concerned with the production, exchange,
distribution, and consumption of goods and services in "modern," technical,
industrialized societies.' The anthropologist generally focuses on the
operation of such systems among tribal and peasant peoples; The issues.
are often similar to "those of "modern" societies; but the arrangements for
handling them differ from one gro.up to another.

Anthropology and the Humanities. Cultural anthropologists and
archaeologists have applied their methods, concepts, and theories to

'exploration of what we call "the humanities"--arts and crafts, music,
folklore, literature and language, anI history--in all thd cultures they
have - s- tudied.

Both ancient and modern men have expressed their beliefs,emotiOns,
and utilitarian adaptationsin their arts and crafts. The archaeologist
studies the art forms of ancient civilizations. He studies ceramics,
bas-reliefrescos, fi9urines, structures, and implements that have
survived the ages and seeks to "reconstruct" past cultures through Piecing
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together 6agments of these remains. ,The cultural' anthropologist is
interested in the art forms and technological implements of contem-
porary peoples.

The anthropologist is also interested in musical instruments, forms,
and structures andin the purposes and uses of music in different cul-
tures. The anthropologist is particularly interested in the function of
music as it pertains to cultural meanings; this includes the ceremonial,
religious, and recreational uses of music.

Folklore, storytelling, and oral traditions are found almost univer-
sally among men. The_anthropologistgains insight into the culture of a
people by learning about their myths and-legends. There are, of course,
many parallels between this and the interests of students of modern
literature.

Anthropologists are also interested in the symbol systems of ancient
and contemporary cultures. While working with non-Western cultures, the
'anthropologist encounters maRydialectsand languages that are not written.
Anthropological linguists haVe developed phonetic°alphabets whereby'pre-
viously unwritten languages can be recorded. in their explorations of
pastcultures, archaeologists' have uncovered hieroglyphic and picto-
graphic symbols that-cannot be interpreted by the descendants that live
in the area today. The archaeologist may spend years trying to inter-
pret these"writing systems'in order to learn more about ancient cultural
patterns.

The discipline of history, of course, has many close ties with
anthropology (as well as with the other social sciences, to-the extent
that it ts sometimes thought of as one of the social sciences). Both
archaeolobists and historians are interested in the events of the"past.
The major difference between thelwo, perhaps, is that the archaeologist
works primarily with the unwritten traces' left by past cultures, while
the historian seeks to piece together the life of the past through use
of written records.

Anthropology and the Natural' Sciences.. Both cultural anthropology
and archaeology draw substantially from the natural sciences but
physical anthropology has especially close ties to these disciplines.
Physical anthropologistt are often trained in the natural sciences.
The study of the physical nature of man began in the 19th century and,
continues today in the field studies and laboratory research work of the
physical anthropologist. Refinements in natural science content and
methods, are adapted to the study of man; therefore, the'physical anthro-
polOgist'must keep abreast of the developments in the sciedtific world'
as well as developments in the behavioral sciences.

There: is a particularly close relationship between anthropology and
the biological sciences. The physical anthropologist is interested'in
both .the anatomical and the genetic aspects of .human life. Man's physi-

, cal characteristics, body composition, nutritional patterns, and-health
practices are studied by the physical anthropologist.' He mairtake.
measurements and blood samples for typing or note variations in skin
color, hairy form and texture, nose,shes, and many other characteristics
that make one population different fromranother. The study of genetic
traits is important to the physical anthfopologist because of his
interest in the processes of biological adaptation to the environment.
For instance, the physical anthropologist mpy study the_stability Alad,
variances of physical characteristics within a population in order to
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determine the extensiveness of the gene pool available to the.population
being investigated. Such informatibn may help the anthropologist to
discover physical relationships among populations, both past and present,'
that may also have some bearing on the understanding of the development
of cultural patterns. In the field of priwatology one can see particu-
larlyclearlythe relationships between physical and cultural anthropo-
logy. Primates provide interesting comparisons to man, both anatomically
and behaviorally. The physical anthropologists, have been particularly
interested in the physical aspects of primates that can provide keys to
the understandiffg of man's biological evolution.

Geology, paleontology, and botanyiall provide useful tools to the
physical anthropologist for exploring the ;influences of the physical
environment on man, past and present. Through geology (the study of the
physical history of the earth) and its subfield, paleontology (the study
of the remains of animals and plants form past geological periods), the
archaeologist can gain clues to the physical conditions with which early
man had to cope and thus perhaps better understand the meaning of the
implements and symbols he left behind. The archaeologist and physical
anthropologist are particularly fascinated with the Pliocene and
Pleistocene Periods, when the hominids.(early humans) were evolving.
Of particular interest to both physical and cultural anthropologists,
also, is man's use of plants in past periods (as well as present)., The
relationship between plant domestication and the growth of civilizations

Afis a particularly intriguing and rich issue in both anthropology and
botany,. A people's food supply may strongly influence their technology,
their religion, and other aspects of their culture..

Summary

As can be seen from the preceding sketch of interrelationships,
anthropology shires many interests and ,methods with the other social and
natural sciences and the humanities. The author would like to stress
again that anthropology is ideally suited to provide the structure with
which to weave together many disciplines into an integrated school cur-
ri culum.

The brief notions about areas of overlap that have been mentioned
in rapid, staccato fashion in this,chapter would, of course, have to be
deepened and structured with more elaboration an order to produce a
full-fledged integrated curriculum. This is a big job,/ It..would re-
quire the combined efforts of practitioners--who know. the needs and
conditions'of their own school systeMsz-And anthropologists and other
scientists (perhaps from nearby universities and governmental agencies)
who know the content and methods of the vatious disciplines involved.

Such ambitious efforts to restructure the curriculum for a school
Or district are highly desirable, in the author's eyes; but it is
recognized that this is not necessarily the first objective of many
readers of this volume. Less ambitious objectives, such'as restructuring

-a single social studies course, are equally important in that they can
',lead to gradual curriculum change and they are sometimes the only feasi-''
ble way to effect change. The chapters that follow provide information
oh materials and procedures that readers might utilize in small-scale
(as well as massive) curriculum revisions.
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CHAPtER'III

THREE ESSAYS BY ANTHROPOLOGY PROJECT DIRECTORS

Those who directed anthropology projects in the 1960s and early
1970s have important insights into the problems of teaching anthropology
at the pre-collegiate level. In this chapter Malcolm Collier, directbrr
of the Anthropology Curriculum Study Project; Marion J. Rice, director
of the Anthropology'Curriculum Project; and Chales Mitsakos, editor
of the Minnesota Project Social Studies share their expertences and
ideas regarding anthropology and its place in the curriculum. Because
most projects are in a post publication stage these comments are timely
reflections on the potential of the discipline.

ANTHROPOLOGY CURRICULUM STUDY PROJECT: ONE ROUTE FOR

PRE-COLLEGIATE ANTHROPOLOGY

by

Malcolm Colliers

To the extent that anthropology had been seriously considered in
the high school curriculum, the tendency had been to see it as separate
from history. The Anthropology Curriculum Study Project's (ACSP) assump-
tion was that the most (perhaps only) desirable results would come from
a blending of the two--the teaching of history would be improved by
including anthropology with it. The assumption was that selected ideas
and data from anthropology should be dispersed throughout the curricu-
lum--in social studies, biology, and other courses.

' ACSP really hoped to provide something that would affect all parts .

of the social studies curriculum and perhaps even touch the school

itself. Materials that convey some of the content and methodology of
anthropology--the biological unity of man, the variety of human experience,
the universality of the prowebf cultural change--could provide an
integrative reinterpretatiOn of the data 9f human history, rather than
the collection of separate histories characteristic of the social studies.
And by being relevant to students at their points of interest, by trying
to involve students in observing data and in drawing inferences and
generalizations, perhaps we could institutionalize change in the schools.

Most curriculum projects of the sixties found their'audience within
a group of teachers who already had some professional identification.
The high school teachers of chemistry, mathematics, and English, for
example, could be readily located. The potential audience for anthropol-
ogy, on the other hand, did not correspond with any existing group but,
rather had to be self - selected from the total group of school adminis-
trators and social studies teachers - -a situation which presented some
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special conditions. The ACSP assumptionwas that, initially, material,
would be prepared for teachers who already were eager to use them and
that,in the long run, thq,crucial function to sUpport would be the
teachers' owh effort at iftellectual and professional development.

ACSP began by seeking information from high school, teachers who
had already taught anthropology courses and by seeking to identify areas
of the existing curriculum to which anthropology could contribute in
ways not yet made explicit: identifying productive anthropological
ideas, preparing materials, trying them out, revising, discarding, again
identifying ideas and preparing materials. The experimental versions
of ACSP materials were continuously' evaluated. Because ACSP efforts
were directed toward bringing about behavioral changes in students and
teachers, evaluation of materials relied primarily on classroom observa-
tion and on interviews with students and teachers by project staff
-members.

The result of these procedures was the publication of Patterns in
Human History. ACSP had earlier published three anthropology paperbacks:
An Annotated Bibliography of Anthropological Materials for High School
Use (a guide for librarians, teachers and students); The Great Tree and
tie' Longhouse: Culture of the Iroquois; and Kiowa Years: Ts-1123-751
Culture Impact. The hope was t at these two studies would supply an
anthropological orientation for local and state histories. Patterns
is a multimedia course designed for the first semester of a world history
course or as a separate anthropology course. How it has been used--how
widely, how appropriately--is very hard to know. Useful answers would
require extensiye research, partly because of our_hope that the ideas
and the material's of the course would influence the curriculum and
teaching beyond their explicit setting. We hope also that alternative
routes through these same materials may have developed--routes that take
'account of the qualities and needs of the particular teacher and af the
unique class before him or her. And we hope that there will be revision
of the materials themselves, updating the information and the interpreta-
tion of data.

THE GEORGIA ANTHROPOLOGY CURRICULUM PROJECT- -A TEN-YEAR

RETROSPECT: 1964 - 1974

by

Marion J. Rice

Funded in 1964 under the aegis of Project-Social Studies as "The
Development of a Sequential Curriculum in Anthropology, Grades 1-7," the
Georgia/Anthropology Curriculum Project continued after termination of
federal funding in 1969 under the sponsorship of the College of Education,
University of Georgia. Over the years, the focus gradbally shifted from
the development of curriculum materials as the main objective to a very
modest research and development center with three complementary objec-
tives: applied experimental curriculum research using psychological
constructs drawn from learning theory; the us, ,of anthropological tech-
niques to study the process of schooling; and the development of curric-
ulum materials. The product outcomes are therefore multiple: there is
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not only the curriculum artifact and the research in the form of a
doctoral dissertation; there is also the graduate in social science
education who has been trained in methodological aspects of psychological
and anthropological research. This change in focus has assured a pro-
gram continuity, even on a very.modest scale.

Project Productivity. 'The Project completed the spiral curriculum
for Grades 1-7: Concept of Culture;'New World Prehistory; Case Studies
of Modernization: Japan, Kenya, India; OTTErld Prehistory; Compara-
tive-Cultural Change: Mexico andTFeUnited States; and.Life Cycle.
In addition to this integrated curriculum, the Project developed several
independent ;Units: for kindergarten or first grade,, The Anthropologist
at Work; for middle school, Language; for upper elementary-middle school,
two programmed texts, Evolution and Archeological Methods; and for high
school, several units, Race, CaSte and Prejudice, Education for American
Indians, Political AnthFOTOlogy, and The Culture of Cities. T-Fe atter
two units. were cooperative projects with 71-1-eAET anta and Fulton County
School Systems. The Project also produced the color sound film,
Archeological. Methods.

The Geography Curriculum Project, also at the elementary level,
was a spin-off of the Anthropology Project; and hopefully will lead to
a joint training program in cultural geography and anthropOlogy for
junior college teachers. Elementary units of the Geography Curriculum
Project, beginning with kindergarten, are: Earth: Man's Home; Place
and Environment; Resource and Production; Comparative Rural Landscapes;
Foliulation GrowthiiifiTTUFTTe4 States and Mexico (tutor text); Black
Population Distribution and Growth in the United States (tutor teifIT
Functions of Cities (tutor text 77 A transportation unit is in prepara-
tion.

In addition to the formal project report in 1971,. the Project has
completed a small research grant report and 13 doctoral and master's
theses. Five doctoral dissertations have been completed under the
auspices of the sister Geography Curriculum Project.

Individual and classroom 'sets of all materials are stocked by the
Project and may be purchased by,check or purchase request. The research
studies are also available for loan review or sale.

Project Future. The Project will continue on a very modest basis,
with an emphasis on empirical studies related to materials and methods,
such as structured and nonstruttured, egrule and ruleg, reception and
inquiry, and mastery learning." Identification of treatment task, pupil,
teacher, and situational variables requiring systematic.research provide
a wide opportunity for social science education research, using the
subject matter of anthropology and geography. In addition, the Project-
would like to extend the attitudinal change studies initiated by Kleg
and followed up by Troutman and Frech. A third area of interest is
cross-cultural and comparative education studies, with greater emphasis
on anthropological methods of observation and reporting.

There is nodoubt that the lack of outside funding limits Project
effectiveness, particularly in the area of diffusion. 'The cost of
maintaining a booth at the annual NCSS convention, for example, became
too expensive, as did systematic mailings of descriptions of curriculum
development and research findings. The restriction of funding to
University research assistantships makes for slow productivity - -one
curriculum development unit and one research study per trainee in
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two-year period. But there is a hidden advantage: the trainee is now
involved in all aspects of curriculum development and research, from the
formulation of the research question to the design of the curriculum,
evaluation of the field test, and the writing of the research study.
This community of interest between student and Project Roils has made
for a high degree of esprit de corps among our research assistants.
The overlap of graduate students from year to year also builds a sense
of continuity although particular research topics change with student
interest. Thus, although the Project certainly makes no great splash
on the current curriculum scene, we-believe that we are in a position,
in the long run, to make a solid research contribution to curriculum
development.

Notwithstanding the elapse of time, the content of the anthropology
materials remains basically sound. This results in large part from the
fact that while many new exciting paleontological, biological, archaeo-

V logical, and ethnographic finds have been made in recent years, they
have largely-reinforced rather than changed the knowledge structOre.
The updating of earlier materials, however, would not only permit a Tore
attractive packaging, if funds were available, but also the opportunity
to correct some of the earlier errors of commission..

Conceptualization of the Project. The Georgia Anthropology
Curriculum:Project grew out of the concern for the lack of content in
the elementary, social studies curriculum. It waPdeliberately concei,yed
as a subject-matter curriculum, the organization of the knowledge of a
particular discipline in a logical manner to facilitate the transmission
of concepts, facts, and generalizations to young learners. Cognitive
outcomes were explicitly designed, so that the curriculum sequence would
transmit an overviewof the main organizing ideas of anthropology and the
ways anthropologists asked questions and collected and interpreted data.

As the decade wore on, however, social studies interest, in our
judgement, tended to shift away from a concern with the content of dis-
ciplines and the structure of knowledge to the affective domain. A
concern for the disadvantaged led to an emphasis on self-concept. Then
the environmental orientation arose. Then value analysis began to re-
ceive more attention.

After ten years, we think that the original conceptualization of
the Project is sound and fruitful. Basically, it-reflects a value
judgement that the main institutional purpose of school is schooling,
i.e., the systematic transmission of the knowledge of our cultural
heritage. Anthropology, as one viewpoint, conveys a universal, non-
ethnocentric perspective concerning man and culture, or at least modern
anthropology aspires to that end. The concept of curriculum as,know-
ledge to be mastered conforms to the essentialist tradition of the
rational ends of schooling, using disciplines to expand and enlarge the
intellectual skills and horizons of man.

The original Project did not pbsit affective outcomes from the
teaching of anthropology. It is simply assumed that the increase iR
knowledge of other cultures and observatibn of universals in the be-
havior of people across cultures would contribute to a reduction in
ethnocentrisM. Because of the interest of some students in attitudinal
change, the Project subsequently sponsored three studies in this area
and would 'like to do more. On the whole, they indicate that increased
knowledge of other people does lead to a reduction in ethnocentric
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responses{, as measured by attitude scales. The problem of valideand
reliable instrumentation is, in itself, an extensive research field,
and one which warrants detailed investigation.

In the course of time, the Georgia Anthropology Curriculum Project
came to be associated with an expository or deductive curriculum, as
opposed to the more popular "tnquiry" curriculum. This development is
interesting, since the Project from the outset placed heavy emphasis on
the methods and procedures used by anthropologists in finding-and in-
terpreting data. The teacher's guides did not prescribe a set method -

logy for teaching; each teacher was at liberty to develop his own pro-
cedure for teaching the unit, although some general procedural sugges-
tions were made. However, since we did not advocate inquiry, then,- '

paru passu, we must advocate the-opposite. Since there is no inherent
contradiction between the subject matter conceptualization of curriculum
and the essentialist position of didactic teaching, the Project became
identified with expository teaching. More recently, we have formalized
a position relative to reception learning. -

In retrospect, the curriculum language of the '60s to the present
uses curriculum in a dual sense--both as an artifact embodying subject-
matter to be learned and a teaching- learning process in which teacher
and students interact to acquire the knowledge"or skills embedded in,
the artifact. The concept of curriculum as content to be learned and
method as a process to be learned may be an oTa fashioned dualism.
Certainly many curricula antedating.the '60s took their name from the
process of .learning, such as "the activity curriculum" or "the problem
solving curriculum." So it was only natural that curriculum writers of
the '60s should speak of "an inquiry curriculum."

But an examination of the,organizafion and structure of much of the .

well known "inquiry" material shows,incestuous relations with the "tra- '-

ditional" subject-matter text. There is an organization of material,
into units or chapters based on topics or questions, there is often a
collection of readings or dodumentS written in expository essay form,
all tied together by an expository overview and suMmary. Focusing
'questions of both an open and-closed nature are used to fix student
attention on the major learning outcomes as onceptualized by the devel-
oper. There is nothing inherent in this material which makes it an
,"inquiry curriculum;" the responsibility rests with teaching, and should
be properly classified as a teaching method. Joyce and Weil, in Models
of Teaching, help put this issue into better perspective, in which the
emphasis is on the teaching mode and not the curriculum. In some cases
the processes are inimical to knowledge-acquisition; the process itself
becomes the content. Where such extremes of method exist that if is
impossible to compare efficacy in terms of the same product, it is
impossible"to make empirical comparisons. The judgement§ can only be
made on the basis of values--and polemics.

As the social studies move on into the decade of the '70s, it would
be highly-desirable if the various curriculum slogans would be dropped ,

in favor of a research stance toward procedures and methods that facil-
itate pupil learning. One of the most promising ideas, which has long
been implicit in attempts to individualize instruction, is Hunt's con-
ceptualization of "match," a fit, between the conceptual and attitudinal
level of the learner toward instruction and the degree of structure.
Search for more efficient means of facilitating pupil learning is the
historic task of applied education and cannot be solved by curriculum
polemics.
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This does not mean that nie have not made errors and learned from
our, mistakes. To recite all of them would fill a catalog. A substan-
tive mistake was made in,our first efforts in the grade fou'r pupil text,
Concept of Culture, in which the conceptual load is too abstract. We ,
think the Case Studies in Modernization, in contrast, is a more reason
abrg approach. It should 0 recognized, however, that it will always
be impossible to prepare curriculum material "at grade level." In al

recent 'field test, material to'be used at about 7.8 grade level was
written, according to the Flesch formula, at-grade 6. In the sample of
500 children, 28 percent read at the fourth grade level-ond beloM, the
tenth percentile and below on national norms. Attempts to reduce con-
ceptual load before the 1960s contributedito the lack of content in the
social studies, a very real spectre that again confronts the social
studies as, under the heading of '.'communication," it becomes identified
once more with language arts in the elementary and middle schools.

A tactical mistake was probably that of writing supplementary units
in anthropology by grade level-, rather than a course of study in anthro-
pology for a partiCular grade. This grew out of a subject-matter view
toward the organization of the curriculum--there should, in a final
curriculum, be an opportunity for several disciplines, working in con-
junction, to be developed over the years. Hence the rationale for
sequencing. The realities of textbook adoption, however, are different
Schools typically desire books which cover a complete course of study
for a year, not material of a supplementary nature. While this may
have reflected negatively on the marketability of the product, it has
assured a research independence. Me can operate as a curriculum re-
search center, with marketing a desirable but minor function.

The conceptualization of anthropology and geography as subjects
to be learned remains a fruitful source of interdepartmental collabora-
tion between the Project and the academicians at the University of
Georgia. We intend to follow this direction, while tryi g to open up
new opportunities for attitudinal and cross-cultural res arch. In time,
the pendulum cycle will again swing tfack, as it did in t the late '50s,
to a focus on schooling as the development of cognitive skills through
the disciplines. This is the historic function of schools in Western
culture. This does not mean that schools, as social institutions, do
not contribute to the maintenance of many ()thee virtues prized by the
culture. Inevitably the way the disciplines are handled and taught. will
reflect many of those values.' The disciplines - curriculum approach helps
us to keep our focus on the main task of curriculum' research- -the re-
lated methods which facilitate learning.

*-
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ANTHROPOLOGY IN TOMORROW'S CURRICULUM

by

Charles L. Mitsekos

Few of the social science disciplines have had the impact,on social
studies in the elementary and secondary schools that anthropology has
had during the.past ten years. -Anthropology, prior to then, had tradi-
tionally been considered an appropriate subject only for college-level
courses. It has becOme an integral part of a growing number of social
studies programs throughout the United States. This impact has had
an interesting history in the public schools 0nd seems"to have an even
more promising future.

Experiences with anthropology in schools in the sixties were in-
fluenced to a large extent by,in-depth courses such as Man:. A Course
of Study, the Anthropology Curriculum Study Project's matellais, and
the University of Georgia Anthropology Curriculum Project's materials,
Ideas from these materials were reflected in the revision of major
social studies textbooks. Thesecourses',provided-sound,instruction in
,the content of the discipl4ne and,-to some extent, in some of-the pro-
cesses of the social scientist. ,Implementation of theSe materials
usually meant the elimination of some other material, intensive training
of-staff, and, in some cases, community relations problems over issues
such as evolution or the substitution of a, baboon unit for a fifth
grade American history unit,

These-curricula were introduced at a time when there was also a
demand for materials that were "relevant," that develop4d analytical
thinking skills, an4 that presented a world view. Some of the new
anthropology materials incorporated these characteristics and proved
effective. Others,, unfortunately, developed analytical skills at only ,

the lowest levels of the taxpnomy. Instead of memorizing the major
natural resources of New Jersey or the length of the Melfrimack River,
students memorized definitiont'of culture contact and evolution and some,
unfortunately; were far from "relevant." In a time of racier conflict,
peace protests, and environmental crises, students were taught 011 there,
was to know about Abprig4nes, Bushmen, and Netsiliks. Never did so many
students spend so much time studying so few people. Some materials really
seemed to do a good job in training students to become practicing
anthropologists at seven years of age.

Things changed as the second decade of the "new" social studies
emerged. These changes will continue toinfluence'anthropology education
in the years to come. There is now, for'instance, a greater interest in
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interdisciplinary social studies programs--programs that idpntify the
major concepts from each of the social science disciplines and develop
them in an integrated fashion.- Some of this interdisciplinary concern
at both the elementary and secondary level goes beyond the social
sciences to the arts, sciences, and,language arts. At the elementary
level, this will require materials that are flexible enough to lend
themselves to teaching in open classrooms and meet the needs of all
children, including those with learning disabilities. These programs
range from flexible materials with'a strong social studies base such'as
The Family of Man, to the fully integrated Unified Science and Mathe-
matics for Elementary Schools programs being developed by Education
Development Center (in which " science" refers to both the-social and
the'naturaI sciences). At the secondary.level, programs will include
-materials that fit into integrdted courses such as American studies and
humanities. 'This will require flexible, modular materials, such as the
individual uhits from the Anthropology Curriculum Study Project or the
Bantam Learning Anthropology kits.

Concepts and content from anthropology will not be terminal objec- '

tiyes in and of themselves in the next decade, but will be employed to
--develop-fnquiry and valuing.skills. The work of Fraenkel, Kohlberg,
and Beyer will influence the manner in which the materials of Bruner,
Collier, and Rice are implemented. Sodial, political, and environmental
events in the past few years haye.made it.imperative that anthropologic
content be selected with a view to helping students develop a global
perspective and international/intercultural understanding, in order to
prepare them for living on,their "Spaceship Earth.' These Changes wifl
probably make anthropology much more attractive to.elementary and secohd-
ary teachers. The 'de-emphasis of anthropological data per se and the
application of anthropologic concepts in interdisciplinary programs& will
result in anthropology being taught In a relevant manner to more students
in more elementary and secondary schools than eveN)efore:

A

c.
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CHAPTER IV

'PROJECTSMATERIS FOR TEACHING PRE-COLLEGIATE ANTHROPOLOGY

During the decade of the '1960s, the thinking of educators in regard
to the social studies curriculum underwent some major changes. This
shift in outlook has come to be known as the "new social studies"
movement.

If one were to cite a single event that, gave the strongest impetus
to this shift, it would be the Russian launching of Sputnik in 1957. \
This stimulated a pervasive fear in the United States that,the Soviets
were pullingtahead of this country scientifically and technologically.
Numerous institutions came under severe criticism for their failures to
maintain or help maintain American supremacy; and, of course, educational
institutions were among the major targets of critics. In response to.the
hue and cry, Congress passed legislation designed to stimulate"improve-
ment in the quality of educat-fima) programs.in the sciences. The first
areas of the curriculum to receive attention under these new federal
programs were the natural sciences and mathematics.. Soon after,,the
social sciences, too, came to be included in the federal effort to
stimulate educational improvement. Anthropology was included among these
and this marked the beginning of a serious, nationally based effort to
incorporate anthropology into the school curriculum.

The "New Social Studies"

In 1959,_a group of scholars meeting in Woods 'Hole, Massachusetts,
began to map out strategies that would be, used as guidelines for cur -.
riculum development projects that were to be funded by the National
Science Foundation, the U.S. Office of Education, and a number of,orivate
foundations. Jerome Bruner, the distinguished-psychologist, summarized
the results of the Woods Hole Conference in The Process of Education
(1960). The emphasis of the conference was on frii"-FR forFeT5Fng
curriculum materials that would convey to students the "structure"
(concepts and their interrelationships) of.the academic disciplines.

The "new social studies" movement that emerged from the Woods Hole
Conference deviated from traditional social studies in several ways--'
primarily in the content that was emphasized, the waysoin which that
coqtent was taught, and the processes by which the curricula were
developed. The Characteristics shared by most of the curriculum devel-
opment efforts that comprised the movement include:,

1. Emphasis on materials: Most of the "new social studiet" efforts'
were directed at developing easily "exportable" materials - -that, is,

materials that could be picked up by any social studies teacher and
used without extensive training or outside consultation-. The materials
were TeTTE6ntained packages that included not only student materials
but background informatihn and detailed teaching procedures for the
teacher. Further, effort was made to incorporate a wide variety of
types of materials in addition to the traditional reading and pictorial
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Media: filmstrips, transparencies, separates (such as large, mbunted
photographs) and hand-outs (such as role cards and data sheets) of all
sorts, artifacts, and other manipulatives were employed.

2. Complex developmental processes: While most traditional text-
books had been the product of one or two authors plus the editorial and
production staffs of their publishing houses, the "new social studies"

movement tried out a variety of new models of curriculum materials
development. Typically a team, or "project," approach was used, in which
social scientists, university-level methods professov-1_, evaluators, public
school teachers, and writers and editors worked together. The develop-

mental process was usually longer than' that for traditional texts, in-
corporating several rounds of development, field-testing,and revision
Because of the length and extent of the developmental process, as well
as its risky innovative character, traditional sources of funds (such

as school district budgets and publishing houses) wereinsufficient
to support these efforts. It was the new availability of substantial
amounts of federal and private foundation monies that enabled such new
and complex developmental ventures to take place.

3. Discipline-oriented social science content: Most of the "new

social studies" projects (though not all) were based primarily on one
or a few of the social science disciplines. They emphasized the under-
standing Of major concepts in the discipline(s) and the relationships
among those concepts, rather than the learning of specific factual
material. It was argued that what students heeded in order to cope with
the ever-expanding world of knowledge was critical thinking skills, such
as the analytic tools used by social scientists, that could be applied

to all sorts of data. The new materials were designed to move student
learning beyond the lower cognitive levels of memory and comprehension,
as delineated in Bloom's Taxonomy (1966).

4. "Inquiry" teaching strategies: Not only did the "new social
studies" projects emphasize a new kind of content; they also sought out
new ways to teach that content. A host of creative and often coMpTex
teaching strategies were devised bythe developers. Detailed instruc-

tions regarding their implementation are provided in the teaching guides:

They employed role-playing, games and simulations, "discrepant Aata"
techniques, case studies, interviewing, small-group discussions, audio-
visual materials--all manner of strategies -and techniques in addition
to the traditional reading,iriting, and question-answering approaches
normally used in the classroom. The strategies utilized by the pro-

jects have been characterized as "inquiry" strategies (as contrasted
with didactic strategies), in that they are attempts to involve the
student in inquiring and discovering for himself the concepts and
generalizations of the social sciences.

"New Social Studies" Materials in Anthropology

The anthropologically oriented materials produced during the
sixties generally shared the characteristics of the "new social studies"
movement. For this paper, the author has selected courses and units
produced by six of the "new social studies" projects that illustrate
the range and variety of materials now available for pre-college
anthropology teaching. Only discrete units and complete courses that
focus on anthropological material are considered here, though the
projects produted many other courses and units that make use of anthro-
pological content and methods incidentally or as a secondary concern.
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Anthropology units and courses,rdviewed in this report were devel-
oped by. the following projects:

.1. ,Anthropology Curriculum Project (ACP)
2. Materials and Activities for Teachers and Children (MATCH)
3. Education Development Center (EDC)
4. University of. Minnesofa, Project Social Studies (M/PSS)
5. Anthropology Curriculum Study Project (ACSP)
6. High School Geography.Project (HSGP)

These projects all terminated by 1972 and most of their materials are
now available through commercial publishers. In a few cases, materials
developed by these projects have not been commercially published. The
pilot versions of many of the.se are available through the ERIC system.

In the section that follows, each df the anthropology courses and
units from the six projects will be described. the description of .each
includes an ovdrview; rationale; informatjon on teaching procedures;
materials, and &intent focus;-evaluation data; and a summary of the
strengths and weaknesses of the programs.

AnthropOlosy arriculum Project (ACP)

The,Anthropology eurricillUm Project, directed by Marion J. Rice and ,

Wilfrid C. Bailey, both the,University of Georgia, was originally funded
in 1964 by the U. S. Office pf Education. ACP has developed and
-classrodm-tested instructional materials which present the concepts of
anthropology as a way of developing cross-cultural perspectives on huMan
behavior. Two types of material have been produced. The first; A
'Sequdntial'Course in Anthropology, K-7, is a cognitively oriented survey
'offlanthropoiS a discipline. The second, junior and senior high
school units, was developed outside of the sequential program to meet
special'instructional needs. All of the materials have been designed
as self-contained units of study to supplement existing social studies,
programs. Each of the units takes approximately six weeks of classroom
time. Although the materials have been widely disseminated, they have
not been commercially.published. They are available from the project
and the ERIC system. For information on availability and prices, readers
shoild write to Dr. Marion J. Rice, Anthropology Curriculum Project,
University of .Georgia, 107 Dudley Hall, Athens, Georgia 30601 or check
ERIC's index, Research in Education. An,explanation of how to use the
ERIC system to locate and obtain these arid other materials discussed is
included in the Bibliography at the end of this book.

Rationale and Objectives. 'ACP materials are based on .a premise that
students of all ages benefit from learning and understanding anttiropolog-
ical coficepts. It is the project writers' assumption that such an under-
standing ig essential if students are to live effective, productive lives
within today's complex and rapidlychanging society. A statement drawn
from Concept of Culture explains the rationale for the selection and
organization of content:

Any field of knowledge such as anthropology, consists of,symbols,
or word labels, which are used,to express ideas and describe
relationships. ,An understanding or mastery of any field of
knowledge" begins with an understanding of the.symbol systems,
the meaning of which expands and develops as knowledge ofrthe
discipline is extended....The material deliberately introduces
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anthropological terminology which may at first be somewhat
difficult for the student. As his familiarity with these terms
increases, however, it is expected that they will help him to
organize and interpret in a more meaningful manner the world
in which he lives. (Concept of Culture: Grade 1, pp. 2-3).

General objectives are included inihe K-6 mateFfiri and can be inferred
from the introductory statements of the seventh through twelfth grade
materials.

Teaching Procedures and Instructional Strategies. The instructional
model which is employed by ACP is unique in new social studies programs--

, a deductive-analytical mode. In this mode the concepts, classification
and definition systems are presented by the teacher rather than indepen-
dently discovered by the learner. Student readings and activities are
designed to clarify, expand, and reinforce these ideas. Although not
'all of the steps would necessarily he used to teach each concept, the
recommended learning sequence fon the deductive model includes the
following:

1. The student is given the name (word) of the concept.
2. The concept is defined.
3. The attribute of the concept is identified (properties, elements,

sub-concepts). .

4. The concept is illustrated through pbsitive examples.
5. The relationship'of the example of the attribute is explained.
6. The sub-concepts are illustrated and explained as needed./ ;
7. The concept is restated, defined, and another positive example

of the concept is given.
B. The student gives examples of the concept' fram.his'experiences

or readings which have not teen given in class,.'
9. The student explains the concept in his own words.

la. The student is asked to define the concept.
11. Given an example, the student is asked to supply the concept.
12. Given a non-example, the student is asked to explain whether

dr not it is an instance of the contept.
13. The student is tested for ankinderstanding of the concept. -

(The Changing World Today, p. 5)
It should be noted that although the overall instructional strategy
employed is a deductive approach to learning, the inductive technique
is used within lessons to facilitate discussion of ideas.

Materials and Content Focus. ACP emphasizes four major areas of
anthropological study--physical, cultural, archaeological, and linguistic--
which are developed sequentially. Concepts taught at one level are
reintroduced and reinforced at higher levels. For instance, materials
at kindergarten, first, and fourth grade levels deal with the concept
of culture; those for the second and fifth grade levels examine the
evolutionary development of mans The,third and sixth grade materials
also ,complement each other. Seventh grade materials emphasize both the
cultural and physical aspects of anthropology. Thus, if a school district
implemented the entire K-7 program (one unit per grade level), students
would have the opportunity to_become thoroughly familiar with the dis-

, cipline of anthropology in conjunction with the regular social studies
program. A brief description of the content focus of each unit and the
supporting materials for each unit follows:
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1. Concept of Cultdre: An Introductory Untt--Kindergarten. The
kindergarten unit is based upon those concepts which the developers have
determined are necessary to study in order to achieve an,understanding
of- anthropology. ,Students are introduced to "what anthropologists do"-
through the work of Mr. Anderson,a picture-book character who does field
work Th three different cultures.:. Materials for this unit include a
Pupil ctivity Book which contains,drawings of the Arunta, Kazak, and
America scene. The Teacher's Guide contains a statement of learning
objecti es, the materials necessary for completion, of each les'son,
explan ion of important vocabulary, terms, and a detailed outline of
teaching procedures. Varied activities including role playing skits,
model building, art work, discussions, singing, and small group projects
are included in the program.

2. Concept of Culture: Grade 1. The first grade material expands
upon the conceptual-structure and elaborates on the,three cultures pre-
sented in the kindergarten unit. Economic, social, and religious insti-
tutions are examined and compared. An example of the complexity of the
vocabulary is demonstrated by the terms used in one lesson--archaic,
empirical, ethnographic, informants, preliterate, and subtlety. This
unit contains a picture book foe students which is-similar to that
provided for kindergarten but with more narrative. There is also a
Teacher's Guide which outlines protedures.to be followed, glossaries,
and statements on the content, rationale, and program objectives.

3. The Development of Man:arid His Culture: New World Rrehistory:
Grade 2. This unit is divided into three subsections of inquiry. In
the first, archaeological methods are studied through an examination of
the migration patterns of-early man, the paleo-Indians, and several
stays of cultural evolutidn: The second section is aimed at ridding

,

children of stereotypic conceptions of the AmericaR Indian; while the
third focuses on the environment, village hittory, material culture,
dress, economic life,. agriculture,'Ifinimal husbandry, kinship relations,
and religion of the Hopi as an example of New World Indian life which
carries into the twentieth century. Materials for this unit consist of
a Pupil Text and Pupil Guide, and a Teacher's Guide, and Teacher's
Background Material. The format for-these resouPces is similar td that
of the earlier units. All are,garefully prepared and contain sections
designed to make easier the tasks of learning and teaching.

4. Cultural Change: Urbanization, Detribalization'and Planned
Changes: Grade°3. Concepts andgtopics which are introduced for the
first time in this unit and included again in the sixth grade material
are culture, culture change, resistanceto,change, culture breakdor,
modernization and planned change, and culture change in'the United States.
Student and teacher materials follow the same organizational pattern as
those for other'grades.

5. Concept of Culture: Comparative Cultures: Grade 4. .Level
four materials pick up the concepts studied in first grade and reinforce
and develop them further.. Culture-t$ the focus of analysis with common
culture, cultural variation, cultural dynamics, and enculturation as the
major topics of study. As in the other units, ample baCkground informa-
tion and procedural detail is included in the Tdaoher's Guide and back-
ground materialsso that,the teacher does not need.to search,elsewhere
for supporting data.
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6. The Development of Mann and His Culture: Old World Prehistory:
Grade 5. Like Unit Two, Unit Five is a Study of the science of archaeol-
ogy; its history; and the techniques of scientific, inquiry which it
embodies. One chapter is4,a sophisticated analysis of fossil man and his
relationship to man's physical and cultural development. The way inven-
tions effect the-speed of cultUral change is alto studied. Both the
Pupil Text and the Teacher's Guide follow the same format as for other
grades. The narrative in the student material is'extensive and contains
underlined terms; in addition, there are line drawings and sophisticated
charts. ,

7. Cultural Change: Modernization and Industrialization: Grade 6.
. The same student and teacher materials which are used for the third grade

are also used at this level with the exception that two new topics--
modernizatiOn and industrialization--are added.

8. Life Cycle--Grade 7. The central theme of this unit is the
comparison of the life cycles of people from different cultural back-
grounds. Case studies of four groups--Balkan peasants, the Chinese, 0

Tiv, and Americans--are examined using eight major ideas from anthropology.
These are: 1) life is a biological continuum that begins at kirth and
ends with death; 2) variations in the life cycle grow out of different
cultural patterns of adjustment to the biological life cycle; 3) univer-
sals in the life cycle grow out of the limit's imposed by adjusting to
the universals of the biological life cycle. 4) childhood is a period of
slow biological development which facilitates enculturpion or the
learning of basic culture traits; 5) achievement of se f-identity and
personal responsibility during adolescence is a part of the transistion
to adulthood; and 8) changes in the patterning of the_total 'culture bring
about Changes in the life cycle. As with all the ACP untts,.there is
heavy emphasis on terminology. Materials forthis unit are more attrac-
tive than those for the preceding grades. The Teacher's Background
Materials should 4.an invaluable resource for teachers who have had
'tittle or no training in anthropology.

9. Political Anthropology--Jun4or High. Originally desighed to
be part of the Cultural Change unit, this material can be used indepen-
dently. It deals with issues involved in human attempts to maintain
social stability--the issues of law and social control. Such topics
as values, socialization, internaslization, and private rights are dis-

.

cussed.
10.. Race, Caste, and Prejudice--High School. Race, Caste, and

Prejudice is one of the four units developed outside of the basic K-7
sequence. The unit contains three chapters, the first of which examines
the concept of race from both a scientific and social perspective.
The discussion of race is expanded into a consideration ofracialpre-
judice which is related to social class and caste with special emphasis
on folk cultures. The last chapter deals with scientific analysis of
prejudice and ethnocentrism. Twenty-seven activities are included in
the student material; they are designed to promote student involvement
and interest.

11. Education For American Indians--Secondary Le'Vel. This extra-
ordinary set of programmed materials focuses on the "history, problems,
and prospects" of. American Indian education. The materials are experi-
mental in that they give teachers two methods or approaches to teaching
the same content. By following the workbook, students concentrate on
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terminology, factual questions, and questions which pertain to broader
issues presented in the material. -This set,of material includes:
Teacher's Edition of Student Workbook, Student Workbook, Book of Readings,
and Expository Essays.

12. Evolution--Elementary Level. A supplementary unit in the form
of a programmed text, was'developed by Georgelle Thomas. This unit
stresses the OVelopmeht of terminology associated with the concept of
evolution. In addition to_the programmed text the,students work with a
Pronunqiation Guide.

13. Archaeological Method--Elementary Level. This unit is also in
the form of a programmed,text with an accompanying PronunciatiOn Guide.
The concepts and terminology of archaeological field work are stressed
in this unit.

The two other unit developed outside the K-7 sequenbe (Language
.and ChanOng Culture: The Urban Community) were not available for review
at'the time orITIFITFig this book,

. In addition to instructional mate-
ials, the developers produced several tests for use with specific units.
They have also_published an Outline of the.basic concepts of the program
apd an_occasional 'newsletter.

Evaluative-Data. The K-7 AnthropolOgy.Curriculum'PrOject materials
have been extensively evaluated, both informally throuh teacher and
observer feedback-during the developmental stages 'and, lormally through
pre- and posttests of student cognitive achievement. 'Marion J. Rice
(1968) has summarized the evaluation results in a paper;in which he
repoOted on the field test of the.materials'for grades 1 and 4 (The
Concept of Culture) and for'grades 2 and 5 (New World PrehistoryTOld
World 'PriFi7)7 The materials for grade 7-Tlife Cycle) and grades
3 and 6 (Cultural Change) were not ready for field-testing at the time
of this report.

Seveeal different issues were investigated. in the evaluation of
these materials: Of the primary interest was cognitive adpievement
gain. It was found that the use of the single-discipline approach did
produce significant increases Wachievement, though necoMparison was
made between this single-discipline approach and multidisciplinary .

approaches to social studies instruction. The evaluators found that
high verbal ability, as shown on pretests, correlated with high achieve-
ment on the posttest, jbut neither sex nor race showed any significant
correlation with achievement. The sample on which the materials were
tested consisted mainly of rural, lower aptitude pupils, indicating
that the materials might be expected to produce even More significant
cognitive gains on suburban and urban students with higher initial
verbal abilities. AnOther finding was the pupils of teachers with
specialized college-level training in anthropology did no better than
pupils of teachers without such training.

Comparisons were also made between the deductively oriented project
materials and a set of specially developed materials for teaching the
same content through use of an ihductive instructional strategy. No

significant differences in achievement appeared in these comparisons.
A major concern of -the developers was that the vocabulary level

might be too high, since they included a heavy load:of specialized ,

anthropological terminology in the materials. In one study they
discovered that, in.using the same materials at different grade levels,
no significant differences in cognitive gain appeared between the grade
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levels. They concluded that apparently the reading level of the mate-
rials was not as .critical a variable as many have claimed. Also, pupil
feedback indicated that, though some students complained about the
"big words," just as many others said they enjoyed learning the new
ideas and words associated with them. Vuptls did not report that they
found the materials more difficult than other social studies materials.
Pupils also reported that they found these materials more interesting
than conventional social studies materials., 4

Three studies by Rice and others (1972); Barnes (1972); and
Clawson (1972) conducted under the auspices of ACP examine the effects
of "organizers" on student learning of anthropology materials. These
studies were based on David Ausubel 's theory that organizers facilitate
learning when presented to students in advance of materials to be learned.
An "organizer" was defined as written material that Serves the function
of facilitating the incorporation andretention of subject matter. The
studies examined the different effects of pre-, post-, and no organizers
on pupil learning. None of the studies produced evidence that the posi-
tion or existence of organizers had any effects. 4

Georgelle Thomas, (1967) compared the achievement of fifth graders
studying anthropology+ from a prograrmied text (designed by.Thomas) with
that of fifth graders using traditional classroom material prepared by
ACP. The investigation found no significant differences in performance
between the control and experimental groups; rate and reading level,
were s*gnificant preectors of performance on the posttest, and pupils
using the programmed text completed their study of the anthropology unit
in 50 per cent less'time.

In another investigation related to ACP, Anne Johnson Hunt (1969)
examined these relationships of selected pupil characteristics to gains
in learning anthropology concepts at the kindergarten level. Materials
adopted' from the first grade ACP materials were used with 160 normal
and disadvantaged children in 11 Georgia public kindergarten classes.
The investigator' found 'that both the normal and disadvantaged children
learned the anthroOological concepts; neither socioeconomic status nor
sex had any significant effect on achievement; and Caucasians achie gl

significantly better than Blacks. It was noted also that intelligence
scores were significantly related to gains, while chronological age was
not.

James Edward Potterfield (1966)' explored the differences in fourth,
fifth, and sixth graders abilities to'learn material in the Concept of
Culture unit from ACP. He concluded that there were no significant
differences in the abilities of pupils at the three levels to learn the

- materials; 'Specialized' training of the teacher made little difference
in the success of the unit; and children are able to learn the vocabulary
and concepts and do the abstract reasoning required, as shown by the
significant gains on the pre- and posttests.

Two reports from the project deal with the importance of teacher
training for the successful use .of the ACP materials. In the reports
by Rice (1970) and Greene (1966) it was found that specialized anthro-
pological training of teachers made little difference in student achieve-
ment gains in grades one and, four. '-The final report of the project
(Rice 1971) summarizes the results of most of these studies'.

In addition to the many research efforts focusing on the K-.7
materials, the project has done two studies related to the Race, Caste,
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and Prejudice materials for the high school level. The one by Kleg
(1970) reported on the following study. The unit was used with high
school students-in eight classes in three schools: a black inner-city
school; a white inner-city school, and a white suburban school. Three
teachers each taught one control class (not using the ethnic relations
materials) and one experimental class. Subjects were given pretests,
immediate posttests, and delayed posttests consisting.of a cognitive a,

test based on the experimental unit, a cognitive-affective scale,
Remmers' attitude test, and a social distance scale. While'the results
were mixed, they gave a little support to the hypothesis that increased
knowledge about racial and social groups reduces negative attitudes
betWeen such groups. Troutman (1973) reported on another experiment
using the Race, Caste, and Prejudice materials. He found that the
materials had significant impact on change in ethnic attitudes.

Strengths and Weaknesses: To the author of this book, the following
aspects of the AU materials Wrpear, to be their major strengths:

,l. The organizer of the materials is a "structure of thedisci-
pline" approach in which the students learn the concepts, terminology,
and methodology of anthropology.

2. The students learn to examine questiont pertaining to human
culture using the scientific methods. They learn the methods of the
cultural anthropologist and the archaeologist.

3. The materials are organizedcaround signifitant, powerful anthro-
pological concepts, which'are periodically reinforced if the sequential
program is completed.

7
4. The sequential program exposes students to a variety of cultures.

They study the culture, language, and life cycles of peoples from
different cultures'and races.

5. The units are flexible'in that they\pre designed to supplement
existing social studies programs. Teachers can alter the units for use
in a variety of ways.

_6. The project directors designed their units so that teachers
do not need to take complete courses in anthropblogy in order to teach
the central' condepts: The Teacher's Backgrdund Materials are extensive
and provide the teacher with excellent, sophisticated anthropological
informatfon. J.

The major weaknesses of the materials appear to be:
1. The concepts and vocabulary may be above the level of the st6-

dents for which they were designed. Therefore, teachers may have to
spend extra preparation time adjusting thee materials for their students.

2. Although the directors have suggested'some teaching strategies
other than the deductive approach, their heavy reliance on this'approach
makes the material unattractive -to many educators. The deductive approach
tends to exaggerate theimportance qf the teacher as an authoritative
figure. Many edecators fear that, ffs a result, students will become
passive, not independent, learners.

3. The unit objectives are not stated in behavioral terms.. Thus,
it may be difficult for teachers to evaluate student progress in learn-
ing the material.

4. Although the materials are labeled "experimental," they are.
available to purchase to schools. They are not of commercial repro-
duction quality, though they are certainly adequate for classroom use
in their present form. HoweVer, students who are used to attractive,
colorful commercial materials may find these lacking in appeal.
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Materials and Activities for Teachers and Children (MATCH)

The Boston Children's Museum has developed a number of MATCH units
under the directorship of Frederick H. Kresse. One of these, A House of
Ancient Greece, emphasizes archaeological concepts and techniques. The
unit designed for use in the fifth and sixth grades as a supplement
to existing social studies programs. For instance this MATCH Kit could
be used as a unit within an ancient history program ar as an independent
unit not integrated ipt existing proghms: Teachers might also use the
unit as the core for a larger or expanded program in anthropology,

Each MATCH unit relies on an array of materials, including manip-
ulatives as well as audio-visual and print materials. MATCH units are
Sometimes referred to as a MATCH BoX, because the various student and
teacher materials fOr a unit are patkaged"together in one large box
(30" x 21 ",x 7"). .Designed for a class of 25 to 35 students, A House of
Ancient Greece was originally marketed in 1965. Since then it-has been
revised and it now carries a copyright date of 1969.

Rationale and Objectives. A Hovse of AncientGreeice is based on a
non-verbal learning model. The developers state that:

Non-verbal learning takes plate when the child 'is meaningfully
engaged with some physical 'thing--be it a model, an ancient
artifact, a pair of chopsticks; aslump of clay, a film, or perhaps
another child....

Emphasis is placed on learning through the use of real'
materials, on the child as the agent of his own learning and
upon an essentially collaborative and non=directive relationship
between teacher and children. (Preface to Teacher's. Guide for
A House of Ancient Greece, 1969)'

One Of the goiTs of the developers was to design a unit that would teach
students the techniques of the archaeologist and,,,the,value of archaeolog-
ical evidence 'in developing reasonable conclusions. Students also are
expected to learn to appreciate life in an ancient Greek household. The
Teacher's GUide lists both cognitive and affective objectives for the
prOgram. Though not a specific part of the objectives, many psychomotor
skills are taught through manipulation of the action-oriented materials.
Information on availability and prices of MATCH Boxes may be obtained
by writing to American Science and Engineering, Inc., 20 Ov land Street,
Boston,'Massachusetts 02215.

Teaching Procedures and InstC-ucttonal Strategies. Stud nts actually
play the,roles of archaeologists and simulate gathering and analyzing
evidence from an actupl Site occupied during the Classical Greek Period.
Through the use of a kide variety of media, students learn how to ask
"good" questions to solve a problem, process, data, hypothesize, catego-
rize, see relationships, and draw conclusions. Opportunities are pro-
vided for role playing, model building, film/view-41g, and written and
oral experiences. One of the concluding activities brings together the
students who have worked in teams on different rooms in the villa to
present evidence and interpretations. Through a seminar presentation
the overall nature of the house and the life in it is reconstructed.
Finally, students view a filmstrip which takes them on a tour of the
actual site.

Materials and Content Focus. As has been noted in the Teaching
Procedures, students simulate the activities of a present-day archaeolo-
gist, Dr. David Robinson who excavated, the Villa of Good Fortune between
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1928 and 1934. Among thd materials available are a Teacher's Guide and
audio-%iisual materials. These consist of several large mounted pictures
of the structure and-excavation of the villa and two maps. Also avail-
able are six boxes of booklets and materials, one for each room, which
contain research guides, excavation notes, and the finds that were re-
covered. Also included are museum replicas of artifacts.

Evaluative Data. The developers conducted informal try-outs'of the
MATCH Boxes as they were being developed and, once completed, they
conducted formal evaluations on all, the Boxes. The results of the formal
field tests are presented in a report by Kresse (1968).

A House of Ancient Greece was part of the "first generatio " of
MATCH Boxes, which were field,tested in the Fall of 1965 in both public
and private schools in Massachusetts. Fifteen teachers tested A House
of Ancient Greece. Evaluation data was obtained from the teachers and
from observers, both of whom gave very high ratings to the Box.. Teachers
placed the Box at 4.5 on an overall success rating scale of 1 to 5 (5
being the most successful). Observers& were only a bit less enthusiastic
in their ratings. The teachers felt that the most successful aspects of
the use of the materials were "that 'children's attention,', 'interest in
the subject,' class discussion,' and 'apparent learning' were 'more
than' usual." Observers also reflected this estimate and felt that the
Box achieved its objectives. Teachers were also impressed with how
smoothly the children Are able to work out potenttal group interaction
problems, with some suggesting that perhaps the children's high motiva-
tion in working with the artifacts helped them solve the usual. sbcial
prOlems ofworking in,small groups. Teachers also appreciated the fact
th4epreparation time was not.grdat, since. the sources of information
are put directly in the children's hands and the teacher need not mediate
to any'great extent. A

Strengths'and Weaknesses. The following appear to this author to
be the major strengths of A House of Ancient Greece:

1,. The unit requires t'Fifitudents formulate and test hypotheses
regarding the nature of life and culture in ancient Greece. Students
play the role of "culture detectives'' as they compare their own life
experiences with those of Classic Greece.

2. The non-verbal approach of the unit is unique. Students from a
variety of cultural backgrounds should do well with this material.
Students with reading difficulties can have a successful experience with
the unit, and students who are capable readers should enjoy the inquiry
aspects of the materials-v,

3. Lively interaction between team members should result due to
the nature and variety of activities that are built into the unit. For ,

instance, students handle and work with a variety of different types of
materials other than the standard textbook and they must work together
to figure out the meanings 6T these`Miaterials.

4. Student interest is likely to be high because of the setting,
the materials, and the variety,of activities.

5. Teachers can use the unit in a variety of ways, because of the
flexible and supplemental nature of the kit. It could be used by itself,
or in conjunction with other units, or as the core or opener for an
entire program in ancient history.

6. Although the unit is recommended for use in the upper elementary
Oades, it could be ufed in the junior high.
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7. Teachers have the opportunity to observe their students'
behavior in a non-directed situation and, thus, gain some new insights
into "what makes them tick."

The.malor weaknesses are, in this author's estimation:
1. The reference materials are difficult for students in the

fifth and sixth grades. (There are, however, excellent materials for
teachers, who might want to teach the necessary background information
to the class prior to the excavation` activities.)

2. Teachers may find that the unit is difficult to carry and store
because of the size and weight of the MATCH Box. The Box is also quite
expensive, though its cost could be spread by district-wide sharing.

3: Some of the artifacts are sure to be broken or lost during use.
4. Without tables and chairs in the classroom, the artifacts and

materials are awkward and difficult to handle.
5. Teachers may consider the extensive repacking chore a nuisance.
6. Only one class can reasonably work with the set of materials

at a time.

Education Development Center (EDC)

The Education Development Center has developed an uppee-elementary/
middle-school coursdin anthropology entitled, Man: A Course of Study
(MACOS). This'program was supported through a grant from the National
Science Foundation and was directed by Peter Dow. It is presently avail
able through the Curriculum Development Associates, Inc., 1211 Connect-
icut AvenueN,W., Suite 1414, Washington, D.C. 20036. A number of
outstanding-scholars and educators were associated with the development
of this course, including Jerome Bruner, Douglas Oliver, Irven Devore,
Asen Balikci, and Frances Link. Among the unique features of this pro-
ject is its dissemination and teacher training prop -am; over 85 centers
have been estai?lished in the United States and abroad to conduct inser-
vice programs r teachers who are planning to teach the one-year course

Rationale and Objectives. The course focuses on the question of
man, his nature as a speciet, and the forces that shape and continue to
shape his humanity. The, three. questions around which the course is
organized are What is human about human beings?, How did they get that
way?, and How can'they by made more so?

Five general objectives are listed by the curriculum developers:
,1) to give students confidence in the power of their own minds; 2) to
give them respect for the power of thought concerning-the human condition;.
3) to provide them with a set of worlrble models for analyzing the humapr
condition and the nature of their society; 4) to impart to them an
understanding of the capacities of man as a species in contrast to other
animals; and 5) to instill in them concern for the human condition in
all races and cultures.

Teaching Procedures and Instructional Strategies. MACOS is orga-
nized into four sequential units. The central concept's recur throughout
the course and form the framework for the examination of progressively
more complexgroup patterns of animals and man. The bulk of the course
methodology is based on comparison and contrast. For instance, the
first unit deals with survival needs of the salmon and compares and
contrasts this species'behavior with more socially sophisticated animals.
This unit establishes the conceptual pattern that is followed'throughout
the program.
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The teaching manuals provide a variety of strategies and techniques
which range from individual and group research, observation of primary
and secondary .ource phenomena, large and small group discussion, games
and simulated4experiences. Films are also an important part of the in-
struction_ ,

Materials and Content Focus. In the first unit students examine.:
the life cycle of the salmon and begin to compare the differences
between human behavior and the behavior of sociallyless complex animals.
The second unit of the course introduces the student to the behavior of
the herring gull. As in the first. unit, students investigate mating
habits, life cycle, and parental roles in the feeding, protecting, and
training of the young. Besides continuSng this study of innate and
learned behavior, students also learn about ways in'which the structure
of an organism influences its behaviors. The third unit consists of a
study of a baboon troop. The baboon was selected because it is,a
ground-dwelling primate with a sophisticated social system. Social
concepts such as aggression, dominance, and group behavior are studied.
Life cycles and parental roles continue to be dominant themes in this
unit, as are f od gathering practices,,defense strategies against pred-
ators, and inte-group relationships, including communication. Students,

q51\compare human S 'ety With the baboon troop, noting the commonalities
and differences. In the final unit of the course, students examine the
hunting-gathering society of the Netsilik Eskimo. Narrative and film
materials are taken from the recent research of Knud Rasmussen and Asen .

Balikoi. Films are important in all of the units, but they are especially
important here because of their wealth of cultural information. As in
the other units, students look at life cycles and offspring rearing be-
havior. Social behavior is more important in this unit than in the other
units; students spend a great deal of, time on family structure and social
*roles, including the values and beliefs of the Netsilik culture. Com-
parisons betwedn the traditional Netsilik culture and modern Western
culture become important in this unit.

.,..
i

The teacher materials include nine teachers' booklets which contain
background information,bibliographies, suggested lesson plans, evalua-
tion strategies, and information on inservice workshops for teachers.,
There is a teacher's guide for each unit with detailed procedbres for
incorporating the various types of media in the inquiry strAtegies of
the course. The teacher's guides contain suggestions for oitional as
welglas regular classroom activities.

Student resources include films and other audio - visual materials as
Las a variety of print materials in student booklets. The films Are

of primary importance in this course. Most of the films are in\color with
natural sound and very little narration. As noted earlier, the films.
serve in place of field study; students apply observation techniques while
viewing the films and use this data in the inquiry process. The printed
materials consist of 23 booklets, which are of three types.' Some are
designed to provide background information. Others are designed to prompt
concept development. A third type presents "raw data" in various forms:
journals, poems, songs, stories, and ethnographic information. Other
materials included in the course are records, filmstrips, and games.

Evaluative Data. MACOS underwent extensive in-house evaluation
during the development process. The results are available in a report
by Janet P. Hanley et al (1970).
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Dow reports on the field testing which was done in 123 classrodms
in 80 schools in 14 school' districts, both urban and suburban, nation-
wide. A total of 2,182 students were involved. 'A variety of instru-
ments weresused, including student pre- and posttests on information,
concepts, and attitudes; classroom environment checklists filled out by
students; interviews with 98 students and 18 teachers; 60 observations
of 22 classrooms; and questionnaires filled out by 70 teachers.

According.to Hanley et al (1970), the pre- and posttest results
showed significant pupil gains in learning, though "descriptive"
learning alS-peared to be easier for the pupils than "conceptual" learning.
As might be expected sixth -grade pupils performed better than fourth and
fifth graders on conceptual learning measures and all pupils had diffi-
culties with some of the larger concepts; such as language, innate and
learned behavior, and natural selection,.

The films were found to be a particularly powerful instructional
tool. The quality of the films and the fact that they contain real-life
footage were critical in contributing to the high degree of believability
and promoting identification by the students, important in the area gif
values development. Other media, such as the concept booklets, were
also found to be more motivating than regular textbook-type material,
especially for center-city pupils. Byusing a variety of media, pupils
came to be less.dependent on the written word. When children were given
options, they would usually choose visual materials for their study..

-Among the most important areas of pupil growth cited by teachers
was communication skills. The materials and strategies of the course
encouraged verbal expression and respect for others' opinions.

Teacher growth was another area explored by the evaluators. The
observers documented teacher style changes in the direction of more open
and student-centered approaches. Teachers, said that they developed n&w
skills, especially in the areas of active listening, communicating,
sharing* observing, abstracting, and contrasting. First-year teachers
did, however, feel that the new 'ideas and sheer amount of material posed
some difficulties. Teachers generally were enthusiastic about the help
given in the guides.

The evaluatori did note some cautions. They concluded that the
materials were inappropriate for socially immature children, children of
low mental ability, and children who do-not want to participate in
interactive activities.

Susan DeBolt (197,1) conducted &small, one-district study of MACOS.
LikeHanley,a, Al (1970), she found teaching styles changed in the
direction of more openness and less dominance in clasAoom discussions.
Her findings also confirmed those of Hanley et al (1970)*in regard to
the greater suitability of the materials for sixth graders than for
fifth graders. She also looked at gain scores in terms of socioeconomic
status (SES) and found that upper SES pupils did significantly better
than low and middle HS pupils on the Man and Animals unit, while both.
upper and middle did significantly better than low SES pupils on the
Netsilik unit.

DeBolt also found "striking" changes in'attitaeS as a result of
the materials, an effect not'turned up by the Hanley et al (1970) study.
The attitude changes were related to'four concepts: THOTrctic,Eskimo
families, cooperation, and American families.
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John F. Calvert (1970) confirmed another' finding of Hanley et al
( 1970), that pupil interest in social studies increased as a result of
use of the MACOS materials. 'Calvert'found that, over one year, student
feelings toward social studies as compared with other subjects improved
markedly. The change was greatest for boys.

A report by Joyce (1971, pp. 305-308)`sheds some light on the
effectiveness of MACOS when used with disadvantaged sixth graders. A
team of two teachers, a graduate intern, and Joyce, a university pro-

,

fessor, used the materials in an elementary school in Lansing, Michigan.-
The class was of mixed ethnic background (Black, Mexican-American, and.
Anglo), mixed socioeconomic background, and mixed school achievement
levels (ranging from second grade to sevepth grade level, with heavy
concentration at the lower levels): The article gives only preliminary'
-results, sl r'inde the team had only been-using the Netsilik Eskimo unit fo
two months at the time of writing. Joyce reported, among-other things,
that 1) the lack of clearly defined objectives seemed to be somewhat
disturbing to both teachers and pupils; 2) pupil awareness of the be-
havior models presented in the unit seemed to be growing, but pupils did
not seem to be internalizing the concepts and reflecting much on them;
3) pupils were seeking greater independence in their classroom work and
indicating. preferences for working.in small groups on manipulative and.
problem-solving activities; (4) pupils were relatively unresponsive to -

the aesthetics of written materials (unlike pupils reported in previous
MACOS evaluations), but the films were haVing an exceptional impact On
pupils; 5) there had been a 20 -70 per cent vocabulary gain as measured
by pre- and nosttests"and the highest gain was among the poorest readers;
and 6) some pupils so enjoyed the seal hunting games that they went on
independently to design their,own games.

,

Peckham and Ware. (1973) reported on an evaluation of MACOS-that was
conducted during 1969-70-in six elementary 'schools, three of which used
MACOS and three of which followed the regular social studies program.
The abstract of, the report summarizes the results'of the study quite
clearly:

i

...Nineteen comparisons were made to answer three gen eral
questions: 1) How well are,studentt in the MACO-program

.,

learning material specific to that program? 2) How well
are students in the MACOS program learning those elements
which are common to both the MACOS and theregular program?
3) How are the attitudes of the students and teachers affected
by.participation in the MACOS program?

ihe results indicate that there is strong evidence (as mi ght
e ekpected) that the material specific torthe MACOS program
is being1learned better by thosein the program. There is
some evidence that common elements of both programs, as re-
flected on a standardized' social studies test, were learned .

better by those in the MACOS program. (The term some
evidences" is used because the comparison nearly reached con-
ventional significance levels.)* There was no evidence that
there were any differences on more generalized goals havirig
to do with making appropriate inferences. . .

In the area of attitudes, the students in the MACOS program
had a more positive view of themselves as-soclal,studies
students and a more positive perception of the way their
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teachers viewed them. There was no evidence that stu nts
liked social studies any better or any worse in eithe of
the programi, or that differenCes in programs had any effect
on their view of themselves as human beings.

When compared to teachers in the regular program, teachers
in the MACOS program perceived the students-as more int0-
ested.in social studies,...:There were no differences in the
perception of the amount of teacher preparation time or in
the measure of the teacher's self-,concept when comparing,the
MACOS program with the regular program. ,

Of the nineteencomparisons made between MACOS and the com-
parison group, seven of the-differenqes were statistically
'significapt; and, all. seven of these comparisons favored the
MACOS group. e
Holmes and Davis 41972) reported that no significant differences

were found between trAcitionally-taughtt.studentt" and MACOS students on
measures of 6eative.thinking and achievement of social studies Skills,
However, 4 pattern dAtemerge from the data indicating that MACOS
materials may produce greater verbal creativity.

Nancie L. Gonzalez (1973, pp. 295-304) with the assistance of
John H. Haefner and Robert M. Fitch, investigated tItequestion of the
most appropriate kind of training for teachers prepiaring to use the
MACOS materials, and reported on a study conducted in Iowa City during
1970-71. Eighteen fifth and sixth grade teachers were divided into
three groups, each of which received a different kind'Of training during}
the summer of 1970. One group received the normal MACOStraining,
involving 20 hours of 'instruction familiarizing them withthe MACOS

.

materials and teaching 'procedures; the second group received 60 hours
of instruction in basic anthropology; and the third group received both
the MACOS and the anthropology training. It was found that students of
thesecond group (anthropology instruction only) made significantly
greater gains from pre- to posttest than did students of teachers in the
other two groups. The investigators cdncluded that content, as opposed
to pedagogy alone, is a-crucial variable in teaching the course well."

An article by Vert and MacFadyen (1974, pp. 447-450, 455) describes
the experiences of one school system in impTementing MACOS. It contains
a number of useful ideas on conducting inservice training and evaluation
programs related to MACOS, and even offers a calendar and budget. Use- -
ful suggestions for implementingflMACOS are made by Herlihy (1974, pp.
451-455) based on the experiences of a MACOS-installation network of
1 colleges and more than 60 school districts in a five state area.

In another document, Cole and Herlihy (1971) report extensively
on a special MACOS imple station project conducted by the Eastern
Regional fhstitute for E cation. Evaluatioh of the teacher training
and school installation fort indicated eleven positive results of the
program, in the areas oparticipant interaction, value of the preservice
and inservice education programs, facilitation of curriculum installa-.
tions, arid knowledge of the philosophy, theory; and design of MACOS.
Central Connecticut State College alsuconducted atraining and dis-
seMination program for the MACOS materials and reported its results.
.The gist of these reports on MACOS teacher training and implementation
efforts is that'special training efforts and installation supports make
a difference in the success of the materials. .
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Strengths and Weaknesses. The major strengths of MACOS appear to
this author to be:

1. The course deals with important anthropological topics and,
concepts in an intellectually'sound manner.

-'2. The students gain a great deal of knowledge about the nature of
man. They have the opportunity to study, man in relation to the rest of
the natural world. Humanistic qualities shared by all cultures are
stressed.in this course.

3. Students and teachers work together in a joint effort to learn
more about themselves and all of mank,ind.

4. The inquiry strategies promote student skills-in problem-solving
techniques.

,5. The sequential organization of the material is-quite good,
espeOally in regard to the reinforcement of the concepts.

6. he materials and strategies of the course appear to stimulate
continuing` student interest.

7. The student booklets are well designed, varied in format, and
attractive.

8. The films selected for this course are exceptionally good and
could be med at all grade levels.

The major weaknesses of the Materials
1. The materials are expensive, due mainly to heavy, reliance on

films, whiCh are essential to the course. :Student booklets will not
stand up to heavy use, although they can easily be replaced and are
relatively inexpensive. .

2. Several communities have not allowed this coursesto be taught
in their schools and several others have experienced heated controversy
before implementing it: Some have reacted adversely to the course be
cause of its evolutionary orientation. Others have objected to some of
the values that are stressed in the course--for instance, the presenta-
tion of-human beings in communal settings. Some have felt.that the
relationships shown between 'man and the animal kingdom are too clOse for
comfort and have objected to teaching about evolution. And there have
been objections to the explicitness of some of the filmed episodes--for
example, the Netsilik hunting scenes in which game is killed and pro- °
cessed. In most commUnitiesthe points of potential, controversy can
be dealt- with by teachers, administrators, and parents discussing prob-
lems and working out adjustments ahead of time. However, this does re-
quire time and effort.

3. The terminology in some of the print materials is quite sophis-
ticated.

4. In the baboon materials, there seemseto be an excessive emphasis
on the role of dominance within the social 'structure of the baboon troop.

5. Inservice workshops are needed before the course is taught.
This is both an advantage and a disadvantage. Notwithstanding Gonzalez'
findings, cited under Evaluative Data above, the training provided by
EDC is excellent and helps to insure the proper, effective use of the
complex program. However, it does require teacher time and effort far
beyond the usual.

The University of Minnesota Project Social Studies (M/PSS)

The University of Minnesota Project Social Studies developed a K-12
social studies program under the directior6of Edith West. The project
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was funded by the U.S. Office of Education and extended over a period,
of five and one-half years., At present" only the elementary materials
are commercially available. Charles Mitsakos has served as the general
editor of the'K-6 materials, which are published by Selective Educational
Equipment, Inc. (SEE), 3 Bridge'Street, Newton, Massachusetts 02195.
A descriptive brochure with price information is available froni SEE.

Units in this program are self - contained; that it, they can be
taught independently of each other, thus offering teachers and schools"
flexibility in their use. Initially, however, the units were designed
for a sequential social studies program and they can still be used in
this way. The units were extensively field tested before publication.
Each unit comes in the'form of a kit containing classroom materials and
a teacher's guide. The guide, while leaving most of the detailed plan-
ning for actual use of the materials to the teacher, contains much
helpful information and is one of the best organized guides available.

Rationale, and Objectives. Professor West has stated the basic
rationale for the design of the program as follows:'

The curriculum emphasizes an inquiry teaching strategy which .

encourages children to find out things for themselves rather
than one which emphasizes the absorption of generalizations ,

presented ready made by.the teacher, ibook 6r. a film....
The family is used as a vehicle to teach a series of important
social science concepts related to culture, social organization,
social process, and site...:citizens in a democracy need-to
be skilled in the process of inquiry both as it leads to

) development and testing of non-normative ideas as it can 'be
,used to help make decisions about courses of action in which
policy decisions, inVolve normative or value judgment.
(Edith West, Rationale and Overview, Selective Educational
Equipment, Inc., 1971)

Though the approach is primarily inquiry ori9nted, factual knowledge',
is not overlooked. However, skill and concept development are the
strongest emphases of this Material. The aim is for students to be able
to evaluate information about man and his activities. The suggested
activities in the teacher's guide)uSually concentrate on the teaching..
of a single important concept in each lesson.

Affective objectives.,are also incorporated into the program., For
instance, in the unit on the Hopi Indian family, students are expected
to gain an'appreciation of foreign cultures, culture diversity, and
human dignity and to confront the p oblem of evaluatfng.

TeachingsProcedures and Instruct nal Strategies. The materials in
this program emphasize.inquiry,teaching trategies which encourage
students'to find out things foethemselve It Is also recognized,
however, that other methods are more approp fate in reaching certain
goals or developing specific skills. Importance is placed on expository
techniques followed by practice of study skills. Details and activities
concerning people and their ways of living are included in the content,
as vehicles for presenting the concepts, generalization, skills, and
attitudes which the program is designed to teach.

Materials and Content Focus. The. Family of Man, which is the
commercially available elementary component of the Minnesota program, is
a projected 13-unit series. Coiatent has. been-selected to aid children
in becoming both "nation-minded" and,"world-minded." Each unit in the
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program is packaged in a separate kit and constitutes a learning system
taking about eight weeks of classwork. 'Cultural concepts are the most
important concepts in the program; however, several of the units focus
on'historical or area-study topics. The content of the unit is'as
follows:

First and second grades--The series of eight units for'these grades
is. titled Family Studies. Most of these units are now available; only
two of the units in this series--Hopi Indian Family and Ashanti Family
of Ghana--are extensively reviewed in fhliTook. Other units developed
for these grades include Japanese Family, Family of Early New England,
Kibbutz Family in Israel, Soviet Family in Moscow, Quechua Family of
Peru, and AlgonquiiNUTan Family.

, Third and fourth grades--Community Studies is the title of the
third and fourth grade, series of units. Some of these have recently
been published while others should be available for-puchase in 1975.
The third grade units deal with different societies and communities,

'with emphasis on political institutions. In the fourth grade, the
emphasis shifts to economic institutions.

Fifth gradeThe fifth grade units will focus on regional studiet
of the United States, Canada, and Latin America. These materials are
not'yet available.

Sixth grade--In the sixth'grade, students will examine American
history from a cultural standpoint. These materials are also not yet
available.

The units reviewed for this study each contain a Teacher's Resource
°Guide, which includes teacher backgrouneaterial and behavioral
objectives related to concepts, generalizations, skia,ls, and attitudes.
The heart of each Resource.Guide is a series of "Suggestions for
Teachers," which suggest activities-arid related content, concepts and
objectives -- everything the teacher needs for the development of- 16sson
plans.

, In addition to the Resource Guides, each kit contains a wide variety
of media, such as story books that were collected for the units, games,
cassette tapes, filmstrips, magnetic compasses, study prints, and arti-
facts. Each kit also contains a copy of The Rationale and Overview of
the prograff:",

Evaluative. Data. The results of the developmental evaluation efforts
of the Project itself and an educational.research laboratory at the
University of Minnesota are available (Final Report, 1968). Field test-
ing of the elementary materials was conducted in Minneapolis and its
suburbs and in Chelmsford, Massachusetts,. The results of the evaluation
efforts were incorporated into the rexision process'in preparation for
publication by SEE.

The primary grade materials (K-3)'imere evaluated through teacher
feedback and through group interviews with pupils; the latter conducted
and analyzed by a doctoral student at the University of Minnesota and
the former by the Project staff. The pupil interviews investigated
the impact of the materials on the children'soperceptions of peoples and
practices of other cultures. It was found that pupils in the experi-
mental classes made a significantly larger number of responses noting -

similarittes between themselves and peoples of other cultures than did
children in the control classes in the same schools. There were no
significant differences between experimental and control groups in regard
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to noting, differences between themselves and peoples of other cultures.
The experimental pupils noted significantly more differences in environ-
mental use by peoples of other cultures than did the control children;
and they noted more often that ways of living are learned, than did
children in control classes. The .data were unclear on whether the
experimental and the control pupils understood the concept of cultural
change.

At Teacher feedbacLabout use of the K-3 materials was generally good.
Teachers turned in weekly reports, gave oral feedback, and filled out
questionnaires. All of the K, 2, and 3 Minnesota teachers said that
theywouldlike to teach the materials again. Only one of the ten first
,grade teachers who tried the materials said that she would not want to
use them again, mentioning that shes,was "not experienced enough." The
Chelmsford, Massachusetts, teachers' reactions were more mixed, but
tended also toward the positive side.

The evaluation, done on the middle grade courses (4-6) was apparently
not as thorough and extensive, in the eyes of the developers, as that
done on the K-3 materials. Teacher responses were, however, generally .

good. Teachers did comment on the great amount of work required in,
daily preparation and found the fifth and sixth lrade materials too long..

The Project was especially interested in the ease or difficulty of
implementing' the materials at all levels, and their evaluation reporting
contains much discussion of this. They noted that many teachers found
the materials difficult to teach at first, though most found it grew
easier after having worked through the first few units. The developers
pointed out that this was probably due to the faCt that the materials
are not-so tightly structured as traditional social studies materials
andAdachers are.given more responsibility for making choices of what
resource materials and strategies to employ. For teachers not accus-
tomed to the particular kind of content being taught and to the inquiry
approach, some adjustment period seems to be necessary. Also, if the
pupils have not had such open-ended approaches in their previous classes,
.helping students to adjust to the new approach increases the problems
for the teacher. Many teachers felt that some kind of inservice train-
ing was necessary, especially for those'who had little or no previous
background in the subject matter and/or in inquiry stategies.

,Strengths and Weaknesses. In the view of this author'ine-qSEE
materials display the following strengths:

1. The teacher's guides are exceptionally well constructed. They
are thorough, yet they leave the daily planning of lessons to the teacher
for maximum flexibility.

2. These units can be used independently or as am integrated .

sequence. One could organize them into a variety of patterns or use
one or two of them as the foundation of an entirely' different program.

3. The emphsis on skill development is especially good in the
first and second grade materials. Students learn basic skills in
geography and problem solving early, thus laying the groundwork for
their educational development.

4. Student interest is likely to remain high while working with
the unit material.

5. The kits contain some excellent yet inexpensive .artifacts re-
presentative of the cultures being studied.
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6. The materials are relatively easy to handle, carry, and store.
They can be unpacked or repacked, and while breakage is always a pos-
sibility, the items can be replaced through the publis0e.

The majon weaknesses appear to be:
1. There are-,some inaccuracies in the filmstrips; for example,

the filmstrips on the. Hopi Indian Family contain an incorrect sequence
of ceremonial events.

2. A few of the artifacts are of marginal quality.
3,. The filmstrips are long, and if they are used according to

the suggestions in the teacher's guide, a few frames at a time, they
become awkward to, use It might have been better to have shorter film-,
strips* or to *'-e4s1pes instead.

Anthropology Curriculum Study'Project

The-Anthropology Curriculum Study Project has developed a one-
semester high sohool course in anthropology entitled Patterns of Human
History, and two units, The'Great Tree and the Long House: The Culture
of the Iro uois and Kiowa Years: A Study in Culture Imeact for junior

oo . his pFETEEt.was directed by Malcolm Collier under the .

sponsorship of the American Anthropological Association with funding
from the National Science Foundation. These materials are presently
available through the Macmillan Company, 866 Third Avenue; New York,
New York 10022. All of the ACSP material is designed to present the
phenomenon of culture as a unique and meaningful creation of man.

Only Patterns' in Human History will be reviewed in this book. It
is organized into four r-TTIFITs packaged into four separate kits. Although
the materials were designed to follow a sequential progression that
includes cultural anthropology, physical anthropology, and archaeology,
they have been used effectively in any sequence and in various combina-
tions. Materials in the kits concentrate on how anthropologists study
society and offer analysis models which can be used in the study of
historical data.

Rationale and Objectives. The developers of Patterns of Human
History believe that because most men live within only one culture
group; they are limited in their understanding of human behavior. By,

identifying characteristic patterns in all human behavior,. students
can learn-to see their own culture in relation to otfr cultures,, to
consider the effects of their culture upon personal conduct and the
institutions which exist in society, and to interact more meaningfully
with peoples in other cultures. Among the patterns which are examined
are those that explain how societies change and why there is resistance
to change, how man adapts to his social and physical environment, how
societies are held together despite internal conflicts, and how power
and wealth are distributed in different cultures.

Teaching Procedures and Instructional Strategies. Primary instruc-
tional strategies are aimed at the acquisition of skills of scientific'
inquiry--questioning, data processing, hypothesizing, evaluating, and
drawing conclusions. The expectation is that these skills can be
internalized and used to analyze data throughout the students' lives.
Students begin each lesson by confronting new data in some form otMr
than exposition. For instance, they may look at photographs, casts
of artifacts, site maps, filmstrips, recordings, or transparencies.
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.They then analyze nd hypothesize about man and his culture. These
kinds of activities are then-reinforced by readings and discussionS.

Materials,and Content Focus. The primary subjdct matter for
Patterns in Human History is anthropologythe study,of.man and his
behavior indifferent environments. There is frequent shifting back
and forth from past to present in order to maintain contempowy
relevance and interest. In addition., the developers intend tq acquaint
the student with the basic conceptual and methodological frapdwork of
anthropology'..: Through this, they expect students will become better
prepared ta,observe and recognize patterns in human behavior that are
unique and patterns that are shared by all cultures.,

The first unit,'Stud, ing Societies, provides an orientation for
the other units by guid ing students"to focus on ideas and tools for
analyzing patterns in human behavior. In this unit, two societies,
the Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert and the Mbuti Pygmies of the Congo
rain forest, are studied in depth. ,The student is introduced to anIhro-

'pological field studies in order to gain insights into the,nature of
man in a primitive state.

. The unit is divided into three topics. The first topic is "Life
ih a Small Society--Description." In this part of the unit the
students study the life and behavior of hunter-gatherers by concentrating
on the Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert. The next topic is "How Human
Societies OperateThe Significance arStatus and Role." Students
work with the concepts of status and,rple in terms of their own society
And learn to apply.these concepts to other societies as they learn how
societies operate. The final topic in this unit is "Life in a Small
SocietyAnalysis." In this part of the unit the students focus on
the Mbuti Pygmies of the Congo rain forest. They are expected to apply
the concepts of status and role to these hunter-gatherer people. Field
techniques such as interviewing and direct observation are introduced
as students begin theanalysis exercises.

The .second unit of the course, Origins of Humanness, emphasizes prob-
lems in physical anthropology. In this unit the student is concerned
with two questir; "Who Are We?" and "What Are We Like?" Students
learn to apply ethods from physical anthropology as they investigate
the origin and development of humans to gain insights into the com-
plexities of understanding the social and biological characteristics
of humans.

f
The third unit of the course is The Emergence of Cam lex Societies

This unit emphasizes the societal devefipment of man during the past
10,000 years. Students, look at the transition of human cultures from
the hunter-gatherer groupings to the complex social organilations of
tribes and states, the emergence of early civilization, the evolution
of law, and, the importance of religion in modern life.

Unit four, the final unit in the course, is Modernization and
Traditional Societies: In this unit students examine the traditional
patterns that have dominated societies during the past 4,000 years and
the difficulties of transforming agricultural, and peasant-based soci-
eties. This unit is especially effective in gaining understanding
of contemporary issues in international affairs.

Each unit in Patterns in Human History is packaged, separately in a
cardboard-box, 12;1" x 121/2" x 31/2". The Teacher's Guide for each unit
contains explicit lesson plans for implementing. the course. Student
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materials include readings, recordt, filmstrips, transparencies, wall
charts, photographs, and casts of artifacts.

Evaluative Data. In 1968, ACSP added a research program to its
curriculum develOpment effort. The program had two objectives: to
examine the behavioral effects of the materials on students, teachers,
and schools and to produce information for revision and adaptation to
local conditions of the course materials. TO research staff planned
to conduct the investigation over an 18-month period from January 1969
to June 1970. However, several events--including funding constraints,
school disruptionS, and personnel changes--forced modifications of the
plan.. The portions of the research effort that were carried out are
reported thoroughly in Tim-way Mirror (1972).

Patterns in Human HiStory'was used by 16 teachers with approxi-
mately 1,200 tenth grade students in eight high schools in two districts
in in California. Both were large, urban districts with ethnically and
socioeconomically mixed student populations. The teachers were not
given special training for teaching the materials. (An equal number of
students and teachers in the same districts served as A control group.)

Two types of studies.were conducted: ethnographic and cognitive.
In the ethnographic studies, the researchers focused primarily on'ques-
tions related to the implemenatidn of the innovation. Through direct
observation, focused interviews, standard stimulus interviews, group
interviews, and examination of other data (such as accreditation reports
and school publications), the researchers gathered information on
behavior patterns and attitudes in the schools and communities. From
this they drew a number of implications and recommendations for imple-
mentation of Patterns. They noted that world history, "the traditional
curriculum offering at the tenth grade firmly embedded in
the curriculum structures of most schools" though there is much- teacher
criticism of the content and organization of the world history course'
(Two-way Mirror, 1972, p. 196). Thus Patterns might best be presented
as a meansiT-Feshaping the world heft-tory course, rather than as a
competitor with it.

...the ethnographic data suggest that considerable emphasis
should be placed upon the fact that the course is a study of
human history approached from the pet4pective of anthropologists.
This implies that methodological parallels between the disciplines
of history and anthropology should be unveiled whenever possible'
and that teachers in social studies departments be conttnually
reassured that both the content and prescribed teaching methods
are not totally foreign to their own experiences. This point
is critically important because there is an absolute minimum of
ethnographic-data from the, research program teachers to suggest
that the course will be favorably received if PATTERNS is pre-
sented to'them as strictly a course in anthropology. (Two-way p

Mirror, 1972, p.196)

Also, the researchers,noted that "it appears that at least a minimum
degree'of resource personnel training and othen support services in
thd school is essential if teachers are to structure the classroom
learning' situation in a manner that is consistent with the nature of
the student experiences prescribed in the Teaching Plan of PATTERNS."
This training and support is necessary to help teachers who have, in
the past, thought of themselves in a primarily dominant, information-
transmitter classroom role.' The materials call for quite different
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kinds of transactions betwe&I students and teachers. Finally, the
researchers suggested that effective Amplementation must involve the
teachers themselves; though a new curriculum ,can be imposed "from the
top down,." continued maintenance Of a new program requires the commit-
ment of those who teach it. This commitment can best be achieved
through working directly with the teaciiers themselves in the process of
implementation (Two-way Mirror, 1972, pp., 196-7 .

The cognitive studies of the research staff sought to determine
the effects of Patterns an two aspects ofstudent learning:, intellectual
skills and "internal, representations." By intellectual skills, the
researchers meant "inferred operations or activities carried out by the
human nervous system in manipulating data relayed to it from sensory
organs and tissues." Comparable labels would include "intellectual
skills," "data-processing skills," "intellectual maneuvers," and "cogni-
tive strategies." By internal representations, the researchers meant
the inferred ability of the human nervous system "to make andiretain
some kind of record of events and other phenomena, to represent elements
from experience in some internal fashion....When expressed in language,
mental representations take the form of names for and statements about
phenomena, their properties, andinterrelations among them" (Two-way
Mirror, 1972, pp. 201-2). They summarized their conclusions about the
effects of Patterns as follows:

1. With_respect to the most inclusive and.ab§tract Conceptual
at ories appearing in PATTERNS, course experienges during the
ring of 1970 significantly affected the learning of some of

the Components of these concepts but qid not significantly
affect the learning of the combinations of conceptual attri7
butes that adequately define .the categories in question.
2. With respect to the data-processing capabilities associated
with PATTERNS, course experiences during the spring of 1970-
significantly increased student ability to'draw inferences about
societies from prehistoric artifacts and,from written anecdotes
and to contrast the inferences'derived .

3. There is no evidence that course influence on the learning
of processing skills and highly abstract concepts was affected
by reading achievement; course effects, where observed, were
.not confined to any particular level of reading ability. This
does not'mean that the performance of students with reading
difficulties matched the performance of average or better readers;
it.dovs mean that change in performance was not'related to reading
achievement--that students with reading difficulties made as
much pre-to-post- progress as students with average or better
-eading capabilities.
4. There is no evidence that the impact of the course on the
learning of highly abstract concepts is affected by initial
capabilities as measured by the CRT [Concept Recognition Test]
and COIN [Contrast/Infer Test] instruments; some data, however,
suggest that course experiences depress or minimize the influence
of initial capabilities on the learning of the data- processing
skills measured by the CRT test.
5. There is some evidence of interactive effects on student
learning among sex, non-cognitive variables, and course experiences--
particularly with respect to the skills assoiiated with the COIN
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test. Some trends in the data suggest that passivity in appear-
ance, low self-esteem, valuing of conformity, and low socio-
economic status were related to the progress made by girls.
The evidence, however, is sporadic, and any relationships that
do in fact exist would appear to be quite weak.
6. With respect to the ability to identify status from anecdotal
ma::erials, spring 1970 course experiences had significant positive
effects on student ability to isolate and name .such'positions but
appear to have promoted incomplete data-processing procedures
that by-pass the relationship of role expectations to social
positions and omit the use of overt and covert sanctioning
behavior in the presented materials.
7. Extremely low correlations between changes in performance on 4
the CRT and COIN instruments suggest that significant improvement
in processing skills associated with the course does not depend
on extensive change in the number of abstract concepts of the course
as a precondition; nor is extensive change in the number of ab -.
stract concepts a student possesses an automatic consequence of
significant change in his processing skills. (Two-way Mirror,

. 19.72, pp. 228-9)

Recommendations for changes in the materials were made as a result
rof the research group's findings. Most of these were incorporated into
revisions of the materials prior to commercial publication.

Strengths and Weaknesses. Patterns in Human History appears to
have the following major strengths:

1. The course provides the student with a comprehensive, sound
introduction to anthropology. In it the studt becomes acquainted
with the significant concepts,-methods, and issues of the subfields of
the discipline.

2.. The learning activities are carefully described so that teachers
can, by following the teacher's guide, experience success with the course
the first time through.

3. The bibliographic material is particularly helpful for teachers
without training in anthropology.

4. The units can be taught independently of each other, though
they are most effectively taught as a single, sequential course.

5. The materials are of excellent quality; they are published in
a very attractive form; and they are reasonably priced.

The major weaknesses of the curriculum include:
1. Some of the student activities present potentially sensitive

situations, which, if not handled carefully, could result in an unpleasant
experience-for students and teachers.

2. Some of the concepts are overdeveloped. For instance, the
status and role information'is quite complex and extended for the high
school level. 2

3. The materials on the Bushmen and Pygmies emphasize their tradi-
tional culture without reference to the modernization of their culture
in recent years. Some critics have'suggested 'that this leaves the un-
justifiable impression with students that their culture is somehow in-
ferior to our own.

4. The length of the filmstrips seems excessive. The teacher's
guide calls for the use of a few frames at a time, but this can present
management and handling problems for the teather.,
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5. The units are easily carried and stored; however, they are,some-
what awkward to handle because of the unbalanced lids, which tend to
fall off.

HighcSchool Geography Project

The High School Geography Project developed a one-year, six-unit
course for the high school level, entitled Geography in an Urban ge.
The project, supported from 1966 through 1970 by a grant from
National Science Foundation and sponsored by the-Association American
Geographers, was directed by WilliamTattison; Nicholas Helburn, and
Dana Kurfman. The six units of the course are packaged separately and
can be taught independently of one another.---They may be purchased from
The Macmillan Company, 866 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022.

The third unit, Cultural Geography, contains specifically anthro-
pologiCal material. It was developed.by Richard F. Hough and Max C.
Kirkeberg.- It is designed. to be used in a four- or five-week period.
Important concepts in thts unit include culture, cultural relativism,
cultural diffusion, cultural change, and culture regions of the world.

Rationale and Objectives. Cultural Geography is designed to help
students develop abstract cognitive skills. Students are expected to use
discovery techniques for learning concepts and generalizations 'related
to culture and, patterns of distribution of cultural phenomena.

Teaching Procedures and Instructional Strategies. Like most other
programs characterized as "new social studieS," all of the units in
Geography in An Urban Age are inquiry oriented. The study is based on
what students do, rather than what teachers or Other authoritative
sources say. The teaching strategies outlined in the Teacher's Guide
.for each unit include a vast array of student activities and learning
experiencesl-map exercises, film viewing, large and small group .

research, and discusssion.
Materials and Content Focus. Five activities comprise the content

of Cultural Geography.. The first, "Different Ideas About Cattle,"
looks at the different ways that cattle are used by different societies.'
Students discuss some readings and view a filmstrip on the topic.

In "A Lesson From Sports," students explore the origins and diffu-
sion of sports from one culture to another. This activity includes-
readings, an information=gathering exercise, a mapping exercise,, and a
quiz. "Expansion of Islam" examines five historical periods in the
spread of Islamic culture. Student activities include readings, dis-

,cussions, and mapping exercises.
The fourth activity, "Canada: A Regional Question," is divided

into two major parts. In Part One,.the focus is on "Cultures, in
Conflict," which. reviews the Anglo- Freri .ch differences in eastern Canada.
In Part Two, through mapping exercises, students explore the difficulties
of "drawing boundaries" between the two cultures. Activities include
readings and the use of map transparencies.

The last activity, 'Culture Change: A Trend toward Uniformity"
consists of three parts. In the first, photographs.of "traditional'
cities from all regions of the world are viewed and students guess their
locations. Next the modernized downtown sections of cities from all over
the world are viewed and students again try to guess their locations.
Part Three, "The Shrinking World," stresses the apparently growing uni-
formity of culture and relates this to changes in transportation and
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communication. The materials in this component include readings and a

filmstrip. A

The basic materials for this unit consist of a Teacher's Guide and,
a Student Resources book. Other materials include transparencies and two

filmstrips. The Teacher's Guide.contains a schematic chart of teaching
times and content for each activity of the unit, objectives and evalua-
tion suggestions, detailed lesson plans, background readings, and optional
activities. The Student Resources book includes readings, maps, thought
questions, charts, discussion questions, and biblAgraphy.

Evaluative Data. HSGP conducted extensive formative evaluatione'on
all of the six units of,the course. Each unit went through at least one
cycle of development, followed by informal-school trials in the metro-
politan area of the unit's author, followed by revisions based on feed-
back from the limited trials; and at least one cycle of formal, national
field testing of the revised version followed by another round- of re-
visions in preparation for commercial publication. Some units went '

through more than these two sets of deVelopment, testing, and revision.
No formal summative evaluation of the completed commercial edition of
the course has been done:.

Only one published evaluation report is available for the Cultural
Change unit (Kurfman, et al, 1968).. The unit was field tested during

1967-60 by 27 teachers in 18 states (24 public schOols and three parochial
schools). The teachers were somewhat above average in the forMal back- ,

ground and teaching experience in geography. A,total of 1,250 students

in the ninth through 12th grades participated in the trials and they had
a higher verbal aptitude than anticipated for the ultimate users of the
materials. A pre- and post-unit test was administered and both students
and teachers were asked to fill out questionnaires giving their reactions
to the materials at the end of the unit. A control group was also given
the pre- and posttest.

The student and teacher ratings of thisit were not as'high as
for some-of the previously tested units.' There was some disparity
between teacher and student ratings of satisfaction with the various
activities in the unit. Those rated most highly by teachers tended to
be rated average by students, and those rated most highly by students
tended to be rated average by teachers. The activities that were rated
lowest by students and teachers were ultimately eliminated from the unit
in the commercial version published by Macmillan. Students showed high-

est interest in the activity on different ideas about cattle, while
teachers were most enthusiastic about trends toward uniformity. Gain

scores on test questions related to cultural diffusion were mixed
though there were substantial gains related to the concepts of cultural
relativity and growing cultural uniformity.

Strengths and Weaknesses. The Cultural Geography unit of HSGP has

the following major strengths:
1. This unit can be taught 'independently of the other units in the

course. It could be added to other materials for a course in cultural
anthropology or used even as a stimulating opener for a teacher-
constructed course in anthropology.

2,. The unit is organized around interesting and important cultural
concepts.

3. The materials are reasonably priced and attractive.
4. Each activity of the unit is well focused, aiming at the learn-

ing of a single important concept.
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5, The unit was extensively field tested before the units were
accepted for final publication,

The unit's major weaknesses include:
1. The unit is far from comprehensive in its co'erage of signifi-

-cant cultural concepts and methods. It would-be insufficient as the
core ofa course on anthropology.

2. Many. .anthropologists disagree with the contention of the authors
that the world is moving toward a unified culture, The arguments con-
tained Within the materials.are one sided and simplistic.

3. The materials may be difficult for poor readers.
.4. The paper cover with stapled binding does'not make the materials

durable enough for"long student use.
5. The filmstrips are long.and it is difficult to work with .a.feW

frames at a time, as recommended in the teacher' buide. -Also, some
technical aspects of the filmstrips have been criticized by anthropolo-
gists.

The Reaction of Anthropologists to Project Materials

Most writers of anthropology curriculum projects had contact with
professional anthropologists who either advised the writers or Were
directly responsible for content. In order to obtain a measure of the
degree of acceptability of project materials by anthropologists, a

--study (Dynneson and Taylor, 1972) was done with the purpoSe of securing
the reaction of academic anthropologists to the project materialsde-

.

scribed in Chapt'r IV.

A paneloof experts was organized from members of the Department of
Anthropology at the University of Colorado. The anthropology panel was
made up of five faculty members. They included a physical anthropologist
whose specialties included evolution, population genetics, and variations
in modern man; an archaeologist who has worked extensively among the
Indians of the southwestern United States; a cultural anthropologist who
specialized in American Indian ethnology, ethnography, ethnphistory, and
Peyote religion; a linguist who specialized in phonology, linOistic
theory, and change and variation of language; and, 'a cultural/anthro-
pologist who specialized in- religion, Africa, /and social change.

In fairness to the project writers it must be acknowledged that
one of the major problems with a study.of this type is contending with
the differing points of view that emerged during the study. AS with
other professionals, anthropologists differ in their positions On topics
th6t range from conceptual definitions to theoretical schools of thought.
Thus, it was not unusual to find differing opinions within the panel on
various parts of the project materials.' It must be kept in mind that
the real issue involved in this study was to obtain the reaction of
anthropologists as a group to the idea of teaching anthropology via these
materials at the pre-collegiate level. As a result of this study, it
was concluded that the academic anthropologist would find these project
materials acceptable for public school use.

In the initial stages of this study, the panel of anthropologists
was instructed to rate the project materials for accuracy and representa-
-tiveness. Accuracy, with respect to the "correctness". of the materials,

__ was determined when the anthropologist looked for errors in the content
of the materials, and rated the. materials according to their findings.
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Also, they were asked to rate the materials on thebasit of their
representativeness, considering the nature of, the materials as they .

dbntained subject matter-which was part of,the content of 'anthropology.
The procedure used in assigning or distributing project materials

to panel members was to separate the materials, when possible,' into.
the four areas of anthropology--cultural, physical, archaeological, and
lingUistic. Once the material was identified as belonging tb-one of
,these areas, it was then assigned to the anthropologist who specialized
in that area. There were cases, however, when all of the material from
a project was examined by a just one,anthropologist.

The findings which resulted from the examination of the materials
were recorded on a questionnaire that was especially designed for this
study. In general, the questionnaire was intended to extract broad views
on the materials. For instance, the questionnaire contained a rating
system in which the panel member rated:the materials according to a range
of categories for accuracy and representativeness. In addition to the
printed materials in each project the anthropologist also examined. the
audio-visual materials which were extensive in some of the projects.
Perhaps, the most important single result from this study was found in
the summaries from each panel member. In their summary findings the
anthropologists gave their overall view of the materials as they per-
tained topre-collegiate use.

In general, the anthropology panel members concluded that the pro-,
ject materials were all accurate and representative. The main differences
between projects were with the range of accuracy and representativeness.
Some materials were rated highly atcurate anti representative while others
were rated accurate and representative. There were only a feW cases in
which parts of the project materials were rated questionably accurate,
but this occurred so rarely that it was considered insignificarjt.

In most cases the summary comments by the anthropologists were ,

positive and constructive. Their remarks were often based on organiza-
tional suggestions,rather than substantive criticisms regarding disciplft-
qry issues. In some cases the anthropologists expressed the desirfor
similar material that could be used at the college level, especially for
introductory freshman level courses.

t
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CHAPTER V ,

SIMULATIONS, GAMES'AND OTHER MATERIALS

of,
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,

Simulation and gaming have grown in popularity recently as methods
of teaching social science concepts. Many educators praise the use of
simulations and games, claiming that they more directly involve students .

in the teaching-learning process. In recent years, literally hundrq4
of social studies simulations and .games have--been developed. Manymere
produced as parts of the project- developed curricula, but even more have
been developed independently and can be used with a variety of curriculuM
materials an&sequences.

Probably the mostimportant advantage of simulations and games is.
that they replicate social situations that studentrs might not otherwise-
be able to 'experience. Simulations and games simplify reality so that
it can be examined and experienced more easily. Students can "see" the
interactions among critical variables that have been abstracted from
real social situations without having to sort out the full complexities
of real life or take the risks involved in par gting in those l'\L
situations in real life. Further, a classroom simu ation or game can
provide all students involved with a commo re erent for their dis-:-
cussions and inquiries.

Among the other advantages of simulatiOns'and games usually cited
by their advocate§ are: that they offer welcome changes in classroom
routine; that they appeal to students of varied academic abilities, and
students who. are,passive learners in other situations may become active

"2l-earners during-simulations or games;. that simulations and games fre-.
quently provide opportunities for students- to work together in small
groups and teams; and that simulations and games place students in
decision-making roles. -.-

There are many situations, however, when other.strategies serve better
than.simulations and games. One should not view simulations and games
as cure-alls for the 'problems of a classroom. Simulations and games are
not appropriate for the teaching of some kinds of subject matter; they
are probably most appropriate for teaching certain kinds of social skills
and less appropriate for teaching some kinds of intellectual skills.
Also, though the word simulation implies reproducing a slice ofreal life
in the classroom, some aspects of real life may not be truly reproducible
through this means and an attempt to reproduce them might only water down
their meaning forstudents, For instance, Engle has described the
"opportunistic use" of simulations wherein a teacher tries to give stu-
dents the experience of making "tough" decisions--but simulations can
only render a poor imitation of what is meant by toughness here (Gibson,
1960, p. 155). Finally, the overuse of simulations and games is pro-
bably just as ineffective as the overuse of any one technique; a steady
diet of simulations and games would become just as dulling as a steady
diet, of lectures or map exercises.
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. Below are described five simulations and games that al.e specifically
oriented to anthropological content and methods and are)considered by
this.author to be of high quality: Dig, Culture Contact, Potlatch Package
Maho0a, and,8aFS BaFa. These could be used effectively as supplements
to other materials in courses on anthropology or world history.

Dig

Dig was developed by Jerry Lipetzky and first became available, in
1969. It is published by Interact Company, Box 262, Lakeside, California
'92040.- .

pig is, a four-week, instructional activity'which incorporates gaming
and simulation components with study of anthropological concepts and
archaeological field expeMence. It was designed for 14 to 36 partici-
pants' in grades 9,through 12 (though it can also be easily adapted for
use in grades 6 through 8 or with adults), and takes approximately 20
class periods of 45 minutes teach to use.

Anthropological concepts which are emphasized in this unit include
the universal aspects of man's culture, the interrelationships of cultures,

A culture change, cultural relativism, and arts and crafts as an expression
of,man's culture. The students learn and work with the methods of the
archaeologist. They record field findings, and take part in measuring.
and excavating exercises. Once the excavation phase of the simulation
is completed, students make inferences regarding the nature of the
'culture that they have.investigated.

There are four phases of.activities during the simulation. In the
first phase,'the students are divided into two teams.. Each team is given
the task of creating a hypothetical culture. Special)attention is given
to.the character of the social institutions which characterize the cul-
tOresuch s governmental form, economic system, and religious beliefs. .

During the next phase, students devise and construct artifacts that
refleCt t e culture they-have hypothetically Created. During this
activity students Study the excavation techniques that will-be.used in
the excavation phase of the exercise. Roles and tasks such as crew
chief, diggers; measurers, and so on are assigned to team members.

In the third phase, excavation activities using archeological field
techniques dominate the attention of the teams. ,Each team buries the

artifacts that they have constructed for the other team to uncover. Once
the sites have, been excavated, students return to the classroom and re-

, construct each culture from the physical evidence. The final phase of
the exercise includes an archaeologist's report and a debriefing session.
'Each team presents a final report in whiCh is described the traits of the
°.tulture that they excavated. The team that originally created the culture '

and devised its artifacts respondsto the report. Both teams are thus
given immediate feedback about the degree of success they have achieved
by the inferential process.

'Dig includes a teacher's manual, a coordinator's manual, and a
student's manual. The teacher's itanual contains information on the.con-
struction of simulation material; the.coordinator's manual contains the
rational bibliography, overview, time schedule,.specific instructions,
game sheets, and work sheets that are needed in.the simulation; and the
student manual contains an explanation of tasks for the game.
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Culture Contact ,

CuJttire Contact was' developed by Caroline Isber and Raytlazier.
The Bureau of Indian'Affairs of the United States Department of Interior
sponsored the development of this simulation to be used as a training
device in connection with Bureau Schools. It is available through Abt
Associates, 55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.

The simulation is designed tobe used by 20 to 30 studentS in
grades seven through twelve. It takes approximately one week to complete.

Culture Contact simulates the potential conflicts and misunderstand-
itigs which can occur when two peoples of widely different cultures come
into contact for the first time. Students assume various roles as
members of the two cultures and interact with each other and with members
of the other group. An important aim of the program is to teach students
the impprtance of communication as a critical aspect of: interaction
between cultures. Students should also gain insights into cross-cultural
behavior and the ways in which culture influences individual behaviors

In the beginning of the simulation the class is divided into two
teams. The Grannister people whose culture is based upon trading in-
cludes roles for 14 students.- The Elenian people whose culture is based
on agriculture is comprised of up to 16 class members. Each team selects
three interpreters through whom messages are relayed to the other culture.
The main objectives of the simulation are for the two cultures to inter-
act, avoid conflict, and at the same time maintain as much of their life
style as.possible. There are seven sessions in the simulation, four
planning sessions and three negotiating sessions. During the planning
sessions, the teams map out the strategies that will be used in negotiat-
ing with the other culture. The interpreters attempt to carryout the
plan that was developed by their team. As each negotiating session ends,
the interpreters discuss the results with their team. New strategy is
planned, followed by more negotiation.

During the final session, the class reviews the outcomes of,the
simulation and the consequences that resulted from their negotiations.
Students measure thW'success by assessing what was gained and what was
lost in terms of maintaining their culture. The teacher's role during
the simulation is to organize the class for thee exercise and to aid the
students in the final debriefing session.

The materials contained in the simulation package include a teacher's
guide which contains background information, lists of roles for team
members, procedures to be followed, methods for scoring the game, suggest
tions for post-game discussion, rules of the game, a schematic social

* structure of the two cultures, and a scenario. The other materials in
the simulation include trading items, role profiles for the students,,
background information, and rules of the game for the student.

Potlatch Package

Potlatch Package (1973) by Ray Glazier in association with the
.

Anthropology Curriculum Study Project is available through Abt Associates,
55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. Potlatch is a two
week unit which can be used in grades six through twelve. The unit is
self contained and designed to supplement regular social studies programs.
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The,traditional culture of the Kwakiutl Indians is the tgpic of the
unit. Unit lessons are designed to prepare the student for the potlatch
gain which is played by the class as a culminating activity. Students
study the structure and cultural traits of Kwakiutl society--the family,
kinship, community status, competition; cooperation, and the exchange of
material goods.

The potlatch game consists of a four day exercise in.which role
playing strategies are the dominant activity. The class is divided into
two teams--one team becomes the'Beaver House and the other team, becomes
the Thunderbird House. Students role play a Kwakiutl man or woman who
is influenced by kinship relationships and other typical cultural traits.

Game strategy centers on the Kwakiutl custom of competing for social
status which is achieved by giving away material goods In a ceremony
called a potlatch. During the potlatch, one house invites the other
house to attend such a give-away of material goods (usually blankets
and copper). The rival house then schemes to outdo its rivals in a
similar ceremony. In the final session of the game; the class reviews the
custom and outcome of the game and the Kwakiutl way of life.

The teacher's manual for Potlatch Package contains daily lesson plans
with material and equipment lists, detailed insVuctions, a vocabulary
list, and a glossary. Also included is an "outcome computer" which.is
used to evaluate the outcome of the game. Student manuals contain back-
ground data and role profiles.

CI

Mahopa

Mahopa, a simulation of the history and culture of the North American.
Indian, was developed by John Wesley and can be obtained through the
Interact Company, Box 262, Lakeside, California 92040. It is suitable
for 20 to 40 participants from the upper elementary grades and takes from
15 to 25 hours of classroom time to complete: The most important goal
of the material is to make students aware of both the historical injus-
tices and current social problenis facing American Indians. The author
states that the game was designed to correct erroneous impressions about
the American Indian, teach the history of Native Americans, and to give
students a better insight into their culture.

The initial activity in the simulation is a pretest to determine
how much students know about American Indians. By doing well on the
pretest and other related activities, students can earn "culture image
points" which determine their roles in one of three tribes they must
join. Once the tribes are, organized, the students study Indian culture
and'Indian history. Other student activities include keeping a diary in
which are recorded reactions tp the events of Indian life; presenting
mini-dramas; constructing an Indian-value chart; constructing Indian
tools, weapons, and other items; and role-playing activities which
dramatize events that occurred between .European settlers and the Indians.
In the final session, students discuss the current threat of extinction
for American Indians.

While some may take issue with the author's contention that Indian
history has existed for 30,000 years or that Native Americans are in
danger of becoming extinct, the author's efforts to make students more
sensitive to the problems and needs of American Indians are commendable.

Mahopa is available in an 81/2" x 11" booklet with removable plastic
binding which is designed as a guide for the teacher to use in producing
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the game materials. Each page may be removed and duplicated for class-
room use. The teacher's manual also contains the purpose, objectives,
overview, and daily lesson plans. The dent materials contain informa-
tion about the game and tusks to perform.

BaFg BaFg: A Cross Cultural Simulation

BaFg BaFg was developed by R. Garry Shirts for the Personnel and
Resehrch Development Center of the United States Navy to prepare naval
personnel for living in another culture. It is currently available from
Simile II, 1150 Silverado, La Jolla, California 92037. Twelve to forty
players in grades nine through adult are needed to participate in the
simulation. At least two hours of classroom time are needed for a
successful simulation experience.

BaFg BaFg begins with an orientation session,in which the objectives
and strategy,of the simulation are explained. The participants are then
divided into two teams. One team is designated as the "Alpha" cuflure--
a friendly, traditional, patriarchal culture. The other' team is called
"Beta"--a culture similar to contemporary American society. Once the
rules and roles have been explained, each team selects a person or small
group to visit the other culture in order to learn its ways. Each
culture has rules and behaviors for its members to follow which are
aimed toward achieving success within the simulated life of that culture.
This life style is carefully observed by the visitors who must learn the
values, norms, and customs of the other group in order to interact
successfully. Before the simulation ends, each team-member is allowed
to visit and interact with the other culture. Throughout the activity,
each group hypothesizes about the other culture, depending upon the
behaviors observed for' clues about the belief systems, The simulation
ends with a debriefing session in which the group is reassembled and
experiences are evaluated.

The Teacher's Guide contains the objectives and rules for the simu-
lation and details the procedures to be followed. The package also con-
tains paint cards, "blimmer" and "stripper." cards, chips, and pinback
buttons. It is also possible for teachers'to obtain a Do-It-Yourself
Kit for a nominal price.

Textbooks and Supplementary Materials

In addition to the project materials and simulations and games,
there are several other types of packaged-materials on the market that
could be incorporated into anthropology, units and courses. These include
textbooks and supplementary materials (short units and mini-course
materials that can be "plugged in" or used to support existing curricula)
A few of these are briefly described below. Many K-6 social studies
programs have courses, units, and lessons, which utilize anthropological
concepts as an organizer. A few of these are briefly described below.

K-6 Social Studies Programs. The Holt Data Bank which was edited
by Willialefielder contains a fourth grade program entitled Inquiring
About Cultures: Studies in Anthropology and Sociology. The Data Bank
is available from Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 383 Madison Avenue,
New York, New York 10017. Various cultures, from very simple to very
complex, are studied. Unit titles include "Anthropology: The Study of
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Culture;" "Bands, TribeS, and Chiefdoms;" "A Growing Culture;" "Country
People in Modern Nations;" "A Changing Culture;" "Finding Out About City
Life;" "City Life in Changing Natons.;" and "City Newcomers: A Move from
Country to City."

Materials include a student text, a Teacher's Guide, and d Data
bank. It is the Data bank with its multiple resources such as filmstrips,
records, and games and simulations that provides a systems approach to
learning.

Investigating Man's World. This material is published by Scott,
Foresman Company, 1900 East Lake Avenue, Glenview, Illinois 60025.
The materials are multidisciplinary and based on the principle that
knowledge and understanding are dependent on the concepts and structure
of the social science disciplines. Each discipline, is treated separately
at all,grade levels. Thus, students examine the entire content from the
individual perspective of each discipline. Successive levels in the
program-are Study Prints, Family Studies, Metropolitan-Studies, Regional
'Studies, United States Studies, and Inter-American Studies.-,

In addition to annotated Teacher's Editions which contain lesson
plans, teaching suggestion's, student and teacher resources,and unit
questions and answers, student texts and other resources are available.

The,Social Sciences: Concepts and Values. This series was developed
under the direction of Paul F. Brandwein by the Center for the Study of
Instruction. The program is availab,le from Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Mc., 757 Third Avenue, New York, New-York 10017. The overall objective
of the program is to help students understand human behavior and environ-
ment by moving them through a sequential and cumulative learning ex-
perience based on the concepts and structures of the social science
disciplines. The same five conceptual schemes are utilized at each
grade level,-with each treatment becoMing successively more sophisticated
and complex. The one drawn from anthropology states that man is the
product of heredity and environment. Thus, as students move through
the seven levels; they should becOme familiar and comfortable with anthro-
pological concepts.

With the exception of kindergarten, all%levels include a Teacher's
Guide and student text. Study Prints plus a Teacher's Guide are avail-
able for kindergarten level.

Social Studies: Focus on Active Learning. John Jarolimek and
Bertha Davis directed the development of this prqgram which has been
published by The Macmillan Company, 866 Third Avenue, New York, New York
10022. The developers believe that children should not be taught con-
cepts. gather, the conceptual structures of the Social sciences should

,emerge from the organization of.the content and the program activities.
Among the insights students at all levels gain about man are those that
relate to cultures. At various levels of the program, the multimedia
materials include Teacher's Guides, student texts, study prints, student
worksheets, records% maps, and transparencies.

The Taba Program in Social Science. Hilda Taba began development
of the Taba Pro ram in the early 1960s. The material is presently.avail-
able from -Ad ison- esley Publishing Company, 2725 Sand Hill Road, Menlo
Park, California 94025. Heavy emphasis is placed on thinking skills
which are divided according to three student tasks: concept formation,
inductive development of generalizations, and'application of principles.
The content of the program:is based on social science concepts. Among
those,which appear and reappear at all grade levels are cultural change,
differences, modification, tradition, and values.
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The teacher resources fbr each level plus A Teacher's Handbook to
Elementary Social Studies; An Inductive Approach 2nd ed.), available
from Addison-Wesley, form the heart of the program. Student texts for
all levels and audib,kits and test materials for some levels are also
available.

Supplementary, aterials and Mini-Units

The American Indian: A Study in Depth. This material is an audio-
visual program suitable for tudents in grades five through welve, which
is available from Warren Schl t Productions, Pleasantville, w York
10570. Written'by anthropologists, the program traces the his ry and
culture of American Indians from their first settlement on the merican
continent to the present time. Students examine tge origins of e
Indians, the divergence of their tribes, the development of-their ul-
tures, and changes tiiat were forced by contact with the white man.

Six color filmstrips with cassettes or records entitled Before
Columbus, After Columbus, Growing Religion, Arts and Culture, and
The Navajo are included in the kit. The Teache's Guide contains a
narrative of-each script, a summary of the major concepts covered, dis-
cussion questions, and activities.

Dimensions: Countries and Cultures. This supplementary reading kit
is part of a larger, self-pacing reading program published by Science
Research Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie. Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611.
No chronological age or grade group is suggested by SRA, but the materials
could be used with students reading at any level from fourth through
ninth_grade. Individual student reading cards contain narratives about
the varied cultures, values, concerns, problems, and life styles of
inhabitants in 75 countries. Most selections describe specific regions'
Or peoples, but a few deal more broadly with the behavior, patterns of
mankind in general.

The .kit is packaged in a cardboard box, 13" X 8-3/4" x 8-1/2". It
contains a Teacher's Handbook, student reading cards, skill cards,
student-booklets, and key booklets.

, Peoples/Choices/Recisions. This is a social studies prop:am for
grades four through six which is published by Random House, Inc., 201
East 50th Street, New York, New York 1002%The program was developed
under the direction of Harold Berlak and Ti thy R. Tomlinson at Washing-
ton University. One unit, A Village Family, which focuses on the life
of a peasant family during The contemporary period in Mex,ico is espe-
cially relevant for those interested in anthropology.

Besides a Teacher's Guide, student texts, and an Activity Book,
there are audio-visual,materials available. There are four filmstrips
entitled Mexico, Aztecs, A Decision, and Carlos Dreams; and four
cassettes or three records entitled Mexico, Azteca/A Decision, and Felipe
Considers a Change/Felipe Visits Cesar.

Power of my Spirit: The igeTTEYF Indian. Power of a Spirit is a
high school level audio-visual program published by Denoyer-Geppert
Audio Visuals, 5235 Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60640. The
two part, color-sound filmstrip focuses on the problems-of contemporary
Indian youth as they try to fit into AmeriCan society: 'Clearly these
people, whose values have for two centuries been at odds with those of
the white man, are unprepared in terms of personal identity, education
and physical well-being to either compete successfully in the dominant
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society or live well within their own group. Buffy Sainte-Marie comments
on interviews with young Indians from coast to coast as many begin to
voice a desire to4j0vOternative life styles that will accommodate
traditional custorrisnd-va-lues as well as personal well-being. A Teacher's
Guide with narration for the filmstrips, discussion questions; and a
bibliography of suggested readings accompanies the' filmStrips and cas-
settes or long-play records.

Space: A Study in Human Adaptation. This program is a seven-unit,
multimedia social studies curriculum package designed for fourth graders.
It is available from Edcom Systems, Inc., 145 Witherspoon Street, Prihce-
ton, NeW Jersey 0800. The major Objective of the program is to intro-
duce young students to the concepts. of change, adaptation, and interaction.
Six cultures are studied--the Aranda of Australia, the Zinacantecos of
Mexico, the Kikuyu of Kenya; the Eskimos of Greenland and Labrador, the
Benin of Nigeria, And the imaginary culture'of Acirema (America, spelled
backward). The materials focus on the environment and its impact on
man's culture.

Each culture (unit)_ is packaged sepArately in cardboard boxes,
21" x 81/2" x 171e. These 'contain a wide variety, of materials including
a Teacher's Guide, student texts, audio-visual Materials, charts, games,
and laboratory equipMent.

The Sun Dance People: The Plains Indians, Their Past and Present:
This audio-visual program for junior and senior high school'students is
based on the book, The Sun Dance People, by Richard Er4oes. It is pub-
lished by Random House, Inc., 201 East 50th Street, New York, New York
10022. Filmstrips depict the history, cUlture', and past-Arid present
difficulties of the Sioux, Ch'eyenne, Arapahoe, Crow, and other Plains
Indians. Thrgugh the materials, students are exposed to the aspects
of the Indian culture to which they can relate. The four program'goals
are: 1) to show how history affects the present, 2) to familiarize
students with anthropological and sociological-concepts, 3) to demon-
strate the characteristics of Indian culture, and 4) to provide under-
standing of the problems Indians face in contemporary society. Materials
include two color filmstrips, two cassettes or records, and a Teacher's
Guide.

The above materials, by no means, represent the totality of programs
and units which are available. There was no attempt to be exhaustive.
Rather, the author wished to''suggest the kinds of things which can be
obtained. There are also materials which claim to be anthropological,
but upon examination the author felt they tended to focus more on
sociological or historical concepts. By the same tokeh, area studies_
may or may not be anthropological in nature depending on the 'organiza-
tion of the content.
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CHAPTER VI

TIPS FOR TEACHERS

If you are going to organize and teach a course or unit in anthro-
pology, you may find the suggestions in this chapter helpful in getting
started. There are at least four sets of questions you will want to
deal with: questions about the scope and content of your planned course.
or unit; questions about the teaching strategies to employ; questions
about.resources on which you can draw in putting together your course
or unit; and questions about the acceptability of your plans to the
community in which you teach-.

Questions about Scope and,Content

The first question you will want to deal with is, "What do I want
to teach?" This also might be stated in other forms, such as, "What do
my students need or want to learn?" However the question may be stated,
your earliest decision in planning a course or unit in anthropology will
focus on scope and content. You must clarify in your own mind whether
you are aiming for "coverage of the field," a."sampler" of the field,
treatment.of one or a few topics or concepts in depth, exploration of
a single subfield (such as archaeology), or emphasis on anthropological
methods versus content.

One major influence in determining what you want to teach will be
the amount of time you have available. If the school course schedule
allows you a full year, you might well be able to do a survey of the
field. But if you are able only to "slip in" a three-week unit on
anthropology during your world history course, a survey of the field
will be impracticable. In the latter case, you may simply decide to
include a series of learning activities on the cu,1?tural anthropologist's
ways of tracing the diffusion.of ideas and practices from one culture to
another or on the physical anthropologist's methods of exploring the
origins of man. If you have the opportunity to develop a six-week mini-
course on some topic of anthropology, you may wish to focus on an in-1
depth study of anthropological contributions to the understanding of
minority problems.

In making your initial decisions about the scope and content of your
course or unit, you will want to try to be as clear as possible about
the reasons why you are selecting-one kind of content rather than another,
what you expect your students to learn from such an apOoach, and why it
is important for .them to leaim it. If you keep thesevurposes--your
objectives and rationale--clearly in mind, you will find it much easier
to select specific content, teaching strategies, and materials for,your
course or unit from among the tremendous range of possibilities in he
field of anthropology.
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Questions about Teaching Strategies
V

11What teaching strategies you decide to use will in large part depend
on the nature of the content and objectives you select. Teaching map
skills requires differentstrategies-from teaching social skills, for
instance. If you utilize pre-packaged materials such as those.developed
by the projects, which were reviewed in Chapter III, the problem of
selecting strategies will be minimized--for the most part, strategies
are outlined 4n detail in these materials. However, if you wish to
construct your own coin-se or unit from scratch, you will have to spend
some time thinking through strategies. E0en in this case, the examples
found in existing, commercially published materials will provide you a
rich idea base from which to start.

Among the many strategies you Tay wish to consider are the following,
modified from Turner .(1971):

Teacher-to-student action: Direction ,

. Exposition.
Stories
Pictures
Demonstrations
Questions

Resource-to-student action: Student materials (textbooks, readings,
maps, etc)

Films, filmstrips, and slides
Records and tapes -

Transparencies
Teacher- and - student interaction: Discussion

Questions
Case Studies.
Seminars
Role playing.
Games
Simulations
Small or large group discussions
Debates

Student-and-resource interaction: Laboratory experiments
Work with documents
Field work

Independent study
Film loops
Programmed instruct*
Manipulatives (e.g., artifact

replicas)
One very importantconsideration,in selecting teaching strategies

is your own preferences--with what strategies do you fee,) comfortable
or uncomfortable? Another important consideration is the learning
styles of students--if you have a heterogenous class, you' may want, to draw
on a variety of strategies appealftig to different students at different
times during the course or unit: Also, you should consider the pacing
of the course or unit, perhaps alternating reading and writing assign-
ments with group participation lessons, quiet and reflective kinds of
work with active, even noisy learning situations. -
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Questions about Resources,

The availability of appropriate resources--materials, equipment,
space, money, people--will influence what you decide to teach and how.
you decide to teach it. Once you have a general notion of what you
want to do, you should check out'what kinds of resources you can draw
upon. You should find out what materials such as magazines, reading
books, textbooks, films, curriculum packages, and so forth are already
available in your school library, the district's curriculum materials
and audio-visual centers, the public library, and museums nearby. You
should also find out what sites might be available for field work, if
you wish to have students get out in the community. And you will want
to find out what human and organizational resources you might draw on
for guest speakers, field trips, and the like. After you have gotten
at least a general notion of the kinds of resources that are immediately
available to you, you will need to4.ask, Are these enough or do I need
to order' additional materials? And, if you need to order addiffonal
materials, are Ands available for paying for them or must you.stick,to
free materials?

Below are listed .a number of organizations and types of organiza-
tions from which helpful 'resources may be obfaine'd. Some'offer-materials,'
information about materials, guidelines, and other types of resources ,

that may be used directly.in the classroom; others offer what might be
called "background" material on anthropology that the.teacher can then
adapt for classroom use; and some offer both.

The Council on Anthropology and Education, 1703 New Hampshire.
Avenue, NW, Washington, D ..C. 20009, is a branch of the American.Anthro-
pological Association. It publishes a newsletter, bibliographies, and
other material tokhelp classroom teachers. Being on the CAE mailing
list is a "must" for teachers of pre-collegiate anthropology.

The American Anthropological Association, 1703 New Hampshire
Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20009, puts out a number of publications
that would provide useful background information on anthropology, though
they are not in a form or reading level appropriate fordirect class-
room use.

The Bobbs - Merrill Reprint Series, which can be orderRd from Bobbs-.
Merrill Company, Inc., 4300 W.'62nd Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 66268,
also includes important articles in the field that can provide-back-
ground for the teacher.

The Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 20009, publiihes an
attractive magazine and also publishes other material that can be of use
in the classroom or for teacher background.

The National Geographic Society, 17th and M Street's, NW, Washington,
D..C. 20036, of course, publishes its colorful magazine, familiar fo'r
many years in classrooms of the nation.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of Interiors 1951 Constitu-
tion Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20242, publishes free and inexpensive
materials on Eskimos and American Indians.

State and local historical and archaeological spcieties-often publish
materials on the history and cultures of peoples and sites within field-
trip distance from schools. The staff and members -of these organiza-
tions may also be willing helpers for a teacher's endeavors in creating
a new anthropology course.
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Museums of natural history, both ones in the local area and onesthat serve a national audience such as the American Museum.of Natural
Histo6f, 15 W. 77th Street, New York, N.Y. 10024) often publish pamphletsand monographs.

Nearby universities can also be a useful resource, in several ways:
their general libraries, Special anthropological libraries, and book-
stores can provide materialS for both student use and teacher background.
Departments of anthropology might be able to provide guest speakers or
someone to help develop a program of fieldwork at a local site for high
school or elementary students. Minority studies programs may have spe-
cial libraries or may have developed special, materials; also.

Professional journals in anthropology, such as Anthropological
uua_rter_ly, Department of Anthropology; Catholic University, Washington,

20064; 4; Current Anthropology, a World Journal of the Science of
Man, UniversiITOTtbicago Press, 5801 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
60637; Ethjolog', an International Journal Of Cultural and Social Anthro-
pology, University of Pittsburgh, 4200 5th Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania 15213; and Human Organization, Anal of Society for Applied
Anthropology; 1703 N. Hampshire Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20009,
contain case studies and'ethnographies on which, could be built learning
units. Hobby and arts and crafts journals are often`rich sources of
information on American Indian crafts.

The National Council for the Social Studies, 1201 Sixteenth Street,
NW, Washington, D.C. 20036, publishes Social Education, a`monthly journal
for social studies teachers that often contains information .on anthro-
pology teaching. The Council also publishes books and bulletins that maybe of help to the pre-college anthropology teacher.,

The Social Science Education Consortium, Inc., 855'Broadway, Boulder,
,Colorado 80302, publishes information on curriculum materials for the
teaching of all the social sciences; including anthropology, in its
Social Studies Curriculum Materials Data Book. It also publishes a news-letter and occasional papers.

The ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Stbdies/Social Science Education,
also located at 855 Broadway, Boulder, Colorado 80302, provides informa-
tion on materials for teaching anthropology as well as the other social
sciences.

, Anumber of school districts have developed, their own programs in
anthropology. Reports on'school district programs can be locatedby
checking the Education Index and Resources in Education, the ERIC collec-
tion index., (Most university and feather's college libraries have ERIC'
collections and the accompanying indexes. Many ,regional and district
curriculum service centers also have them. If you are not sure where to
find the nearest. ERIC collection location, write ERIC/ChESS, 855 Broadway,Boulder, Colorado 8002.) It would be worthwhileforaa teacher beginning"
to teach anthropology.to check with other schools and districts in
his area to see if others hare already done some development work and
collected classroom materials in anthropology.

A bibliography of .selected articles, books, and documents'that may
be useful in the teaching of

pre-collegiate anthropology-is included at
the end of this book.

Your most important resource is yourself. Ag mentioned previously,
your own abilities and preferences must_be considered when you decide on
what strategies to use. You should'also consider your own background
and interests, of course, in deciding what content to cover. For instance,
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if you are a novice in the field of anthropology, you may not want to be-
come too ambitious and decide to design a course surveying the entire field.
Before yoU launch such a grandiose scheme, it would be wise to wait a
year or two and at least take some courses at a local university or
college, attend an intensive summer workshop or institute such as those
sponsored by the National Science Foundation (for information write
Education Section, National Science Foundation, 5225 Wisconsin Avenue,
NW, Washington, D.C. 20550),Or do a great deal of background reading.
(A reading vlist might be suggested by someone at a local university or
college or you might start simply by picking up a standard anthropology
text and following up on the readings it suggests.) If you find your-
self in the position of having to design a survey course, but with in-
sufficient background in the field to do this, then you should seriously
consider using one of the pre-packaged curricula developed by a project.
In most cases they have been desjgned to meet precisely this problem- -
everything, or most everything, the teacher needs to-know to teach the
material successfully is included in the package..

If you plan to teach only a short.unit, such extensive preparation
may not be necessary; if you are not familiar with the anthropological

. i treatment of, say, race,youimay be able to "bone up" on it relatively
quickly. However, you will want to take care.that you are sufficiently
familiar with the concepts and methods of anthropology so that you do' .

' not become prey to the all-too-familiar pitfalls of exaggeration, over-
. simplification:and misrepresentation. So often, what has been taught
under the name of anthropology has turned out to be an ethnocentric look
at the oddities ofother culture, or the substitution of new stereotypes
for old, or an argument in favor of the complete relativization o'f values.
The study of otherqultures is a complex and subtle business, even for
Scholars who spend their entire livds doing it. Thus, the teacher should
be sensitive to the ambiguities and the potentials for misunderstanding
in the field.

Questions about Community Acceptability

Some of the topics of greatest
concern in anthropology rfconcern .e potentially

controversial. For instance, in recent years the teaching of evolutionary
theory has come under attack from citizen and-parent groups in a number
of communities around the country. Likewise, topics such as race and the
culture of communal societies are potentially controversial. Thus, in
planning your course or unit, yob may want to take note of areas of po-
tential controversy and perhaps take some steps to insure that, if the
controversy does in fact occur, you are prepared to deal with it.

Clear and continuing consultation with your principal is a good
place to start, The principal can help"you to pinpoint areas of possible
community objections to your plans and, if he or she understands what you
are trying -to do, he or she can assist you in coping with controversy when
and if,it arises. Other possible steps you might take in dealing with
the potentialor the actuality of community controversy are suggested in
Coping with communit Controversy: Guidelines for Intraducing New Social
Stu ies Programs yArthur W. Foshay (Social ScieTice Education Consortium
And ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education, 855
Broadway, Boulder, Colorado 80302, 1974).

'
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This brief discussiOn of the potential for controversy over the
inclusion of some anthropological content in the curriculum is not
meant to imply that teachers should be extremely wary of getting into
the field at all, Thefauthor certainly would not want to close this
chapter on such a dismal note. It might be said that all areas of the
social studies are potentially controversial, but that does not mean
that the teaching of social studies should be avoided wherever possible.
By including this reminder to the teacher to consider potentials for
community controversy, the author hopes simply to help the teacher avoid
the worst that could come from such controversy-- division of the commu-
nity into bitterness. By thoughtful anticipation of possible objections
to a nem course or unit, the teacher can clarify his rationale for
teachirig the material--and thus respond rationally to any objections
that might be rAised.

a
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At this point in the development dfanthrOpology as a part of the ±.

pre-collegiate curriculum, several needs can be perceived. One major
inadequacy is in the amount and variety of materials available for
immediate classroom application. For the primary grades, materials
are available from the Georgia Anthropology Curriculum Project and the
Minnesota Project; no simulations or games of merit are available,
though some textbooks contain appropriate material. The intermediate
level is relatively well covered. Materials are available from the
Georgia,Project, Education Development Center, the MATCH Project, and
the Minnesota Project. Several simulations and games as well as text-
books also, deal with anthropological material at 'this level. Materials,
for junior high school and middle schools,ar6 quite meager. Some sup-
plemental units are available from the Georgia Project; and the Educa-
tion Development Center materiab can be used here with some adjustments.
A few simulations and games are also appropriate study for this level. At
the high school level, the Anthropology Curriculum Project materials
are available as well as some supplemental units from the Georgia Project;
there are also some good simulations and.games for this level. However,
the textbookOfferings are gendratly inadequate.

Because of the inadequate range and variety of materials, teachers
who are interested in teaching anthropology will still have to rely on
their own initiative in many areas.. In many cases, they will have to
adapt the materials available for their levels to whatever their unique
needs may be and, if they wish to deal with topics not covered in the
available materials, they will have to resort to constructing their own.
Teachers have, of course, always had to.do this and many, ,in tatt, prefer
taking the initiative in curriculum development, seeing that as the
creative essence of teaching. However, teachers usually create curricula

0 dealing with subject matter with which they are familiar by virtue of
their college training. If teachers have adequate academic background'
in anthropology, this can help to make up for the lack of classroom
ffiaterials.... And traihing in the conversion of anthropological content
into feasible classroom strategies would be even more to the point. Thus,
another need perceived by this-author is to increase opportunities and
incentives for teachers to acquire background in.anthropology education.

Further areas of need include the development of thoughtful and
feasible approaches to two problems: the,use of anthropology as an in-
tegrator of the social studies; and the handling of community contro-'
versies that may arise over many-of the topics frequently dealt with in
anthropologically oriented courses.

In regard to the first problem; the advantages of using anthropology
as an integrator of the social ,studies are many. The content of the
curriculum can be ordered so that the.sequence and continuity of each
discipline is More-closely related. For iristance, the lower grades could
begin the study of a variety of .cultures, while in the later grades the

°
41.

influences of economic systems, political systems, and geographic forces.
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could be studied as factors that influence culture. Anthropology would
not diminish the influence of the other social sciences, but would inte-
grate their knowledge and methods into a more comprehensive and meaning-
ful program for students.

4

In today's general trend toward more community,activities, nthro-.
pology May provide students with wide ranging opportunities for visiting
museums, universities, excavations, cultural centers, and art museums.
In'the, classroom, laboratory work, couldtbecome a routine.part'Of the
social studies lesson. A. great amount of materials have been developed
in recent years for just 'this purpose.

Therefore, anthropology contains characteristics which may provide
the,schoolt with'an alternative to existing programs: By its very
nature, anthropology is a broad based discipline. It relates to the
natural sciences, the humanities, the language arts, and the.fine arts.
Anthi'opologists are an integrated body of specialists who have been
trained in a variety of,ways but who work closely together on'the solu-

Q

tion of problems that pertatn to man.
In spite of these advantaget it would be misleading.td regayd

anthropology as a panacea for all of the problems' facing the social
studies curriculum.. 'it is doubtful that the school-officials are pre-
pared.to charge'headlong into anthropology without carefully weighing
any negative,consequences,which may result from including it extensively
in the, curricula. Some communities have resisted the inclusion of anthro-
pology becauge of the previous stormy, 'emotional, and controversial de-
bates which have marred the operation o some school districts. sRedently,
California_hasgone through such turmoil, perhaps because it led the
nation in the introduction of anthropology courses. Community groups
have often 'resisted the introduction of'anthropology,courses for a
variety of,quasi-political reasons. In addition, social scientists have
constantly been reminded that history still dominates the social studies
curriculum and not much ground has been given up to newcomers.. It is
doubtful that anthtiopology will- challenge history's place in the curricu-
lum; indeed it would be doing well just to b9Itaught as an elective in
Mosi SChopls in the near future. " ".

Even with all of these probTms, anthropology has'the potential
for changing and strengthening-thessocial studies curriculum. Public

A w edUcation i.s 'less static thin in,the past; physical plants and teaching
patterns have changed radically in the past decade. NeWcourses are
being added, and students and '&4i s are becoming more And more con-

.cerned,with the nature of man and th iscipline that is'dedicated to
its investivation, anthropology.

a
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APPENDIX

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPO

OF SELECTED RESOURCES FOR TEACHING PRE-COLLEGIATE ANTHROPOLOGY.

73

Below are listed a variety of resources that teachers of anthro-
pology at the elementary and secondary lefels-,may find useful. Therei5 no intention to supply a complete bibliography of such resources.
This is instead a very selective list, poititing out some"of the higher
quality and more interesting resources that are available to help the
teacher and that have not already been mentioned'in the text of this
paper:

Most of the elitries have been drawn from the ERIC system, These
are noted by the inclusion of their,E6 (ERIC Document) number following
the citation. Information about the cost of obtaining copies in micro-
fiche or hardcopy (xerography) is available from the ERIC Document Re:.
production Service (ERRS); P.O. Box 190, Arlington, Virginia 22210.
The other entries*are available from the publishers noted in the
citations.

Biblio ra hies of Classroom Resources and Teacher Back round Ma erials

Dynneson, Thomas.. L. Anthropology for the Schools: Anal s s of
elected' Anthropology Curriculum Projects and Units it Content

Ratings hy Professional Anthropologists. UnOublished fioctoral
dissertation, University of Colorado, 1972. ED, 067 3,8.

This thesis examines anthropology teaching mate als for
public schools in light of their characteristicsco ten,;,
rationale and objectives, antecedent conditions, ev luapon,.
background of materials development--and the deter nation of
their accuracy and reprdsentation. The study also senye,s---as a
guide to types of anthropology material available nd provides
a listing of publishers who offer materials. Six'projects con-
taining materials entirely anthropological or units concentrating
on anthropology were selected for the study.- A primary tool of
analysis was the. revised long form curriculum materials analysis
system (CMAS) developed by the Social Scie* Education qensortium.
Professional anthropologists, representing 'cultural and:physical
anthropdlogy, archaeology, and linguistics, analyzed the materials
to 'determine the accuracy and representative ges5 of the anthrbpo-
logical content. The study is organized ifitb seven chapters.
Chapters I through III contain background-materials; IV an0 V,
findings of"the analysis system and the results of the'anthro-,
-pology examinations; VI, A critique of the CMAS,;' and" VII a review,
.conclusions, and recommendations. Appendices -and a bibliography.
are included.
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Gallagher, James S. An Annotated Bibliography of Anthropological
Materials for High, School Use. New. York: The Macmillan Co.,
1967.

.

This well-done bibliography contains 370 entries, each
contisely and informatively annotated, with notes on difficulty
and interest levels. Materials appropriate for use by high
school students are categorized under` the headings of General
Anthropology (reference works, history of anthropology,readers,
and textbooks), Cultural and Social Anthropology (general,
technology and economy, social organizatiOn, government religion,
the arts and games, socialization and education, and culture
change), Archaeology and Culture History, Language, Physical
Anthropology, Applied Anthropology, and Culture Areas (Europe,
Middle East and North Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa, Soviet Union,
South Asia, East Asia; Southeast Asia and Oceania, and the
Americas).

Mandelbau0, David G.:Gabriel W. Lasker andEdith M. Albert; The
Teaching of Anthropology and Resources for the Teachin of
Anthropology. Washington, D.C.: American Anthropological
Association, 1963.

These two companion volumes are directed primarily toward-
tHe college-level teacher of anthropology. 'However, they contain
much that will also be of interest to secondary anthropology
teachers. The'first, The Teaching of Anthropology, contains
a series,of articles on the undergraduate curriculum in
anthropology in'tgeneral, the teaching of specific areas (physical
anthropology, cultural and social anthropology, the anthropology
of regions and civilizations, archaeological anthropology,
linguistics, and'' plied anthropology), graduate traininggin
anthropology, interdisciplinary relations'in teaching anthropology,
academic environments in the teaching of anthropology, and some
overall perspectives on anthropological teaching. The Resources
volume contains irticleson planning courses and curricula and-the
use of teaching aids and library resources in anthropology.

McLendon; Jonathon C., ed'. Guide to Reading for Social Studies Teachers.
Bulletin 46. Washington, D.C.: National 1tif for the Social
Studies, 1973. ED 076 470.

This major reference tool aims to identify for social studies-
teachers the best available reading materials selected froni the
overwhelming outpouring of writings of the 1960s and early 1970s.
The book's 31 chapters focus on 1) the social ,sciences, 4) soci-
etal problems, and issues, 3) curriculum, methods, and media, and
4) perspectives on human development. Under these four Sections,
chapters written by specialists in the area discuss major writings
on the disciplines,and on interrelated topics (poverty, drugs;
mass communication, social values, instruction, institutions, .

society, culture, to name a few). The appendix includes an index
of authors whose books are cited and a directory of publishers,
-with addresses. This review of- the'literature is intended for,
educators who Want the best of recent scholarship and luoid, fresh
presentations of ideas': teachers aiming to improve curriculum and
instruction; curriculum workers and,consultants tackling school

,problems; college and'university educators'improving programs and
working withpreservice and ihservice:eacheesClibrarians seeking
resource guides; and those wanting simply to know more.
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Storey, Edward, comp. Anthropology and Education: A General Bibliogre-
. phy. ,Unpublished 1971. ED 00718.

This bibliography of books, articles, and paper reflects a
broad coverage of both anthropology within the school curriculum
and as it is applied.to the study of education.. A few titles will
serve to illustrate the scope: the status of American Indian
education; schools and systems of stratification; field anthro-
pologists and classroom teachers; and, an experimental ninth grade
anthropology course. Items are arranged by author; they are
unannotated; and, they are mostly drawn from the 1960s. No index
is provided.

Tools for Keeping Up to Date

Council on Anthropology and Education Newsletter. John Chilcott, ed.
Available from: Department of Anthropology and Education,
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.

,

The purpose of the Council for Anthropology and Education (CAE)
Newsletter is to contribute to the Research and Dellelopment goals
of CAE through a forum in which its members can discuss issues and
share news of its various activities. Additionally, the newsletter'
is a forum for conducting CAE business. The newsletter is a
,quarterly. The first issue contained a paper by Jaceluetta Burnett,
"Culture of the School: A Construct for Research and Explanation
in Education." Also included were news df current research,
announcements of publications, short essays and comments on theoret-
ical and practical problems in the field, and news of educational
anthropology courses and programs. Readers are urged to submit
articles And items for publication. Future 'issues of this news-
letter are available only to members of the AMerican Anthropological

,Association who are also paid-up members of the Council on Anthro-
- pology and Education.

Besides the newsletter, the Cd'uncil has two other activities
.of interest to pre-college teachers. One of its committees focuses

A on the teaching of anthropology and another', on the preparation of
teacher education materials. For additional information, write

.

the Council at 1703 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington, D.C. 20009.
'Media Anthropologists Newsletter. Available from; Ms. C. A. James, ed.)

Social Science, Prince George College, Largo, Maryland 20807
($2.00/yearly.) ED 079 199. i

. The aim of media anthropologists is to provide the general

5't

public ith entertaining, relevant anthropological background
informs ionion through the public media. This quarterly newsletter
dissemin es information, promotes* awareness of preedrit physical.
and social issues, and offers a means of intergammunication about

-Media Anthropology. Typical issuesidiscuss current matters of
concern to media anthropologists; announce available and current
films, periodicals, publications, seminars, and conferencep; list
audio - visual tools, m nuals, and guides; and describe opportunities,
ventures, and studies. istings of multimedia materials,mostly'
anndtated, contain comple 'bliographic information. Also
included are reviews of television media, and a readers' clearing-
house section. The lead article in the second issue of the news-

/

etter, for instance provided guidelines for disseminating
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anthropology through newspapers. Two TV programs'--"The Cave
People of the Philippinds" and "The American Indian Movement"
(Today Show) were reviewed. The final article dealt with dis-
cussions at the National Association of Education Educational,
Broadcasters Convention. Problems and politic 1 difficulties-
encountered by'stationg were presented. Broad asters were made.
aware of the difficulties of,media anthropolog and offered
suggestions for implementing the liaison funct'on advocated
in the newsletter. Reader cooperation is requested on a number
of specific ways for expanding the.publication

Tools to.Help in Pianninig Course

Bohannan, Raul. Anthropology: Boulder, Colorado: /Social Science
Education Consortium, 1966. ED 013 999.

This paper outlines the major concepts, he structure, and
the methods of anthropology for grades K-6. hb following areas
are included--1) needs and need satisfaction,, 2) human personality,
3) social groups, 4) social networks, 5) human culture, 6) change
and evolution, and 7) current cultural changes. A summary chart
presents a flow diagram of the fundamental ideas of anthropology.
Man is an animal that is mammalian, social, and cultural. He has
needs which are satisfied through social structure. Social
structure generates its own needs which are served by other in-
dividuals and other social groups. The complex of social strictures"
operates in the mediumrof tradition. Changes in tradition are
achieved by innovation (invention and borrowing), which leads to
simplification or complication. Compl.icatibn is resolved by
further innovation while simplification, if irreversible, leads
to evolution of culture. This paper is one of a series pub-
lished by the Social Science Education Conscirtium on the concepts,
00thods, and structures of the social sciences. /The series is
designed for use by teachers and curriculum developerg at all
grade levels.

Instructional Objectives Exchange:,,Anthropology, Grades 4-6. Los .

llAngeles: Instructional OgOes Exchange,-1971. ED 072 985.
This collection contains 42 objectives with six'related test

items for each objective. An effort was made to present these
objectives at a level and in an organization easily adaptable to
the elementary curriculum. The major goals of the collection are
1) to present elementary students with a different,way of looking
at man and his environment; 2) to give them an initial exposure
'to some basic ideas and viewpoints of anthropological theories
and problems; and 3) to simplify the presentation of these new
viewpoints in relation to the grade levels. The material is
organized according to the following sections: man as a unique
animal;'fossil man and prehistory; the record of culture; the
nature of culture; ienetics, evolution and race. Three elements
are included for each objective: 1) the objective, 2) six
evaluation items, and 3) answers or criteria for judging the .

adequate of student responses. The objectives are stated in
. operational terms. An appendix contains three additional enrich-
, ment objectives. '
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Materials from ERIC for TeachingAnthropologY

The Algonkiah Region: An Examination of the Indians within'the.Eastern
Region in Both Historical and Contemporary Contexts. Learning
Activity Packet. Unpublished 1972. ED 079 219.

The objective of this learning activity packet (LAP) is to
familiarize the student with Indians who lived in the eastern
region of present day Canada and the United States. Indian
life in the past, how it bas-changed, and the.needs of these people
the basis of the LAP.' Five learning objectives, each covering.
particular aspects of the life of the Indians, create a frameNork
for various activities.

Australians Past and Present, InspectionPack, National Trial Print.
Australian Science Education Project,1972. Loan copy available
from ERIC/SMEAC, 1460 West Lane Ave., Columbus, 0hio,43221.
ED 067 274..

The unit on the history of the Australian Aboriginal prepared
as part of the series of science units for Australian secondary
schools is intended for approximately the tenth-grade level. The
research techniques used by. anthropologists are also emphasized
in some of the activities within the unit. The core section, which
all students are expected to complete, provides exercises that

.contrast the life of present-day Australians with that of Aboriginals
before white settlement, including the differences in energy utiliza-
tion and impact on the environment. The options provide activities
intended to develop. understanding of Aboriginal mythology, arts and
technology, or to provide insight into anthropological research
techniques. The student book tontains reading. sections and in-
structions for activities; the teacher's guide distusses the aims
and objectives of each option and the core, lists suitable
reference materials, and provides limited background materials
concerned with specific aspects of Aboriginal life. A separate
booklet lists the resources, available from museums in each
Australian state, that will facilitate the teaching of this unit.

Butler,'Eva, et al. Teacher's. Guide to the Algonquins (Prototype Edition):
Boston;"ChiTdren's Museum, MateT-IYEand Activities for Teachers
and Children (MATCH), 1965. ED 034 11198.

What better way is there to leatfn about so6thing than to hold
it, examine it, and take tt apart? The MATCH project loans to
schools a series of boxes which contain materials, equipment,
supplies, and activities designed as a unit to foster the teaching/
learning of specific subjects at the elementary school level. The
Algonquins is designed for grades three and four. It contains
materials for a social studies unit on the life of the N6rtheastern
woodland Indians. The suggested activitis in the box are re,lated
to two basic, interdependent themes: how the Indians lived their
daily life"and how they saw the natural world and themselves. A
supplementary theme is that archaeological remains and early records

, can tell us about a vanished people. The teacher's guide describes
the pictureslothing, and artifacts the box contains and provides
detailed instructions for use of its filMs, records, games and

ries. The full unit requires two weeks of daily classes and
ca be divided into four sections: descriptive introduction
village life and environment; materials culture-- clothing, nokake,
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arrow-making, and trapping; spirit help--trapping, Petat,enu's
spirit helper, and the Benevolent Trout; and social .life--in ihe
wigwam of Petabenu and Petabenu's brothers,

Clinton, A., et al. An Evaluation of the Experimental- Anthropology
Program atliagee Secondary Sch-OOTTburing the Spring Semester of.
1971. Vancouver, B.C.: Magee, Secondary School, 1971. ED 057 103.

This is an evaluation 'report on alrexperimental'anthrOpology.
.

prograM for students at the Magee secondary school. The purpose
of the course, a detailed course outline, and the rationale,and
basic generalizations of anthropology are included. 1A listing
of required and suggested course readings as well as student,
reactions to the experimental program are appended.

Cooper, Nancy B. Introduction to Archaeology. Quinmester unit. Miami,
Florida: Dade County Public Schools, Quinmester Program, 1971,
ED 071 939,

This quinmester course of study for 10th through 12th grade
students examines the means and ends of archaeology so it. may'be
better understood and shows how archaeology is Used to provide a
key to ,understanding of cultures in the past, enrichthe present,
and offer a frame of referendi for the future. Major archaeological
concepts are stressed and the methods of social scientists are put
into actual practice by the students. Activities for each objective,

,-, utilizing a wide variety of resources,.are designed to motivate,
intended for exploration, or used to integrate ideas.

Friedman, Harrabey. Primitive Societies. Quinmester unit. Miami,
Florida: Dade County ublic Schools, QuinmeSter Program, 1971.
ED 073 000.

Junior high students examine selected primitive societies in
this quinmester course. 'The concept of culture is defined and
studied to expose similarities and differences between primitive
and contemporary man and civilizations, not simply for greater
understanding but also to permit further insight into American
civilizati8n. Both types of societies are analyzed for their
advantages and disadvantages and require students to explore the
value of a simple versus complex culture. Activity units en-
coin-age students to employ the tools of the social scientists and
examine primitive societies from the anthropologist's point of
view. .Course content is divided into five units which include

.

information on the meaning and development of culture, the_14-enti-
.

fication of.cultural characteriStics-and aspects of life G rning
environment, food, clothing, homes; social and piatical structure,
death, and religion of the Australian Aborigines"; the Ainus' of
northern Japan, and the Eskimos. The last unit compares advanced
and primitive societies. The guide is arranged _into goals, con-
tent, activity, and resource sect-Ws.

Hanson, James,et al. Eighth Grade Social Studies. An Experimental
iProgram nleography and Anthropology. Unpublished 1968. ED'

063 286.

This introductory material includes descriptions of geograpny
and anthropology as disCiplines, the basic course objective;,
techriques for evaluating objectives and a student self-evaluation
form. The guide covers six units: "What Kind of Questions Do
Geographers Ask?;" The GroWth of Citiegl" "1,n What Ways Does,,Man's
Physical. Environment-Affec,t his Settlement Pa erns ?;" "Introduction

0008



to Anthropology;" "The Geography of Culture Change;" a
UnitHunger." General objectives are included in the
material, and detailed objectives and activities are i
each unit. Instructional materials include:reading re
each unit, together with workiheets, maps, transparenc
and bibliographies. .The appendix inclpdeS additional
sheets, discussion materials and a resource bibliograp
tions for student assessment are given'in the section
objectives.

Haviland, Pam. A Program for Hip

sequential
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thropology.
Unpublisha 1969. ED 063 84.

This guide covers three units: "The Study, of Man;" "Intro-
duction to Physical Anthropology," including the process of evolu-
tion, descent and change in time, chronology of events,
fossil man, race, and definitions ofrace; and "Cultura
pology"--Asia, Africa, Polynesia, and Latin America. G
objectives are set out at the beginning of the guide; .d
objectives and activities are listed in each unit. Inc
the guide are reprints of articles, worksheets, transpa
masters, charts and tables, and bibliographies. There
listing of the information services and embassies in th
States of members of the United Nations.

Jacobson, Daniel. Teaching the'American Indian .in the American Schciol:
An Adventure ifit0EfriTGeography. Chicago:--Rational CourTar
for Geographic Education, 1969., ED 048 952..

In order to teach students about American Indian 'c
is suggested that a chronological apptoach be taken in
where it all began, what it all means, and what of the e
Indian story is pertinent to geographic education for th
of-any age. Archaeology dates man's arrival in NorthAm
further and further back..lhis suggests that the earlie
moved north along the Asiatic Littoral, east by way of t
Corridor, and pushed into Alaska perhaps 40,000 years ag
andthe new environments helped to differentiate three` c
cultures in the three different environments in the west
of some 12,000 to 10,000 years ago: the bison hunters, t
basketmakers, and the millers. After agriculture was dev
Mexico about 5,000 B.C., the agricultural arts were diffu
north and south. By the time Europeans arrived, hunters
lived on the great plains, fdrmers lived in Mexico and th
southwest, and groups who supplemented their agricultureTh
lived in the east. Finally, at present, Indians have reac
stage of disadvantagement, the aspects of which can be tau
all levels of the school program.

Johnson, Ellen K. Cultural Development. Social Studies: ,Cours
II, Teacher's Manual.- Unpublished 1968. ED 064 214.-

This teacher's guide for a secondary course on cultura
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II-Unit

develop-
ls with
ology.

ment builds upon earlier learning courses and de
concepts and generalizations drawn from the field of anthro
Primary objectives are to develop students' understanding an
awareness of culture. Five sections comprise this 10-week c
The nature of culture is presented in the first section. Se
two focuses upon early man and how physical environment infl
his culture. The third section, dealing with archaeological
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methodology, is organized around the question: "How do we find
out about cultures of the past?" The food producing revolution
is studied in the fourth section. Approximately half the manual

1. is then devoted to case studies of the two civilizations of
Mesopotamitoand Peru in section five. Instructional materials
suggested°1-nclude book, slide, and film bibliographies; student
readings; and lists of recommended cla'ssroom activities. A
student manual is incorporated into each section of the guide.

Owen, Roger C., et al. The North American Indians. A Sourcebook.
New York: The Mac Company, 1967.

A collection of 52 original articles by outstanding authoritiet
on American Indians is organized by culture areas to provide a
general introduction to the study of the Aboriginal populations
of North America. An attempt has been made to include articles
representative of the major theoretical points of view (historical,
psychological, configurational, structural, functional, and evolu-
tionary), aswell as those articles purely descriptive in nature.
The book also includes an extensive bibliography anti a list of
250 educational films related to the American Indian.

Weitzman, David, et al. Proposed Anthropology Elective-One Semester.
Plan I and- Plan II. Grade 10. Oakland, California: Oakland
TTJETic SchoFETT7..69. ED 053 997.

This curriculum guide offers two approaches to the teaching .

of tenth grade anthropology. This first is a more traditional
approach to the subject, presented with the idea of simply giving
the teacher something to build on. The second approach follows
"History as Culture Change: An Overview" developed by the Anthro-
pology Curriculum Study Project. In addition, the authOrs try to
supplement the Association's material by keying readings and
materials from one approach to the other. Structbrally, the
anthropology courses are organized into units and broken down into
content, ref nces, bibliography, audio- visual materials, and
acti-vitie -

Where Humans 'ame From, Inspection Pack, First Trial Print. Australian
Sci- ce-Ealkill-On Project, 1972. Loan copy available from ERIC/

\ SMEAC, 1460 West Lane Avenue, Columbus,.0hio 43221. ED 064 120.
Where Humans Came From is a set of materials designed, for use

by students aged 1E-TiT to assist them in investigating the problem
pose&in the title. The student book briefly outlines the essential
features of four explanations of human origin: special creation
(Judeo-Christian', Greek, Australian Aboriginal, American Indian
accounts); spontaneous generation; evolution; and extraterrestrial
origin or influence. The teacher's guide contains lists of books
and readings that are supplied to trial schools Riot included in
this package).,lists of suggested activity cards (one sample
included), and suggestions for introducing the unit. This is a
first trial version, and' teachers are requested "not" to advise
students how to plan their work, but merely to introduce the topic,'
explain what is required, and then observe and record the procedures .
that students use. The trial is experimental and is designed to
provide feedback to the Australian Science Education Project, whoseo 'staff wish to observe the-methods used by students in this relatively

,unstructured unit. It is not intended that students necessarily
come to hold any particular vie0-emncerning the origin of man.
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The objectives listed are mostly affective, for example, concerned
with the way in which students choose to evaluate conflicting
evidence.
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